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INTRODUCTION 

Two regions – Khabarovsk Krai and Amur Oblast – were surveyed in 2021 as part of the work to 
assess the impact of hunting on shorebirds in the Russian Far East. As before, the main research 
approach was to conduct anonymous questionnaires and personal interviews of hunters, as well as 
detailed interviews with experts during personal meetings, which focused on finding out the degree 
of involvement of hunters of different age and social groups in the process of shorebird hunting. 

The project revealed that shorebirds are most affected by hunting in Khabarovsk Krai in the 
coastal areas of the Sea of Okhotsk close to human settlements where the most of them are taken by 
a relatively small number of local hunters. In the course of the work we found a huge difference in 
economic pressure on different species of shorebirds and on the group as a whole, depending on the 
geographical location of each surveyed area. In contrast to Kamchatka and Sakhalin, much of whose 
territory is represented by coastal, nearshore ecosystems, Khabarovsk Krai and Amur Oblast are 
inland regions. Most of their territory is remote from the sea coast and is outside the area of mass 
concentrations of shorebirds during seasonal migrations. For this reason, harvesting of flocking 
species of shorebird is much lower here. On the contrary, the yield of the Far Eastern Curlew, which 
nests mainly in the inland areas of Khabarovsk Krai and Amur Oblast, is higher here. This large and 
protected shorebird, as our survey showed, is regularly shot by hunters both during the breeding 
season and during migrations.  

Besides the fieldwork results, the report presents the results of analysis of records of the 
Russian Bird Ringing Centre database. The locations of recovery of ringed shorebirds were generally 
consistent with the information on the main hunting areas of shorebirds obtained during our survey. 

The most promising strategy for protecting shorebirds would be to conduct regular 
awareness-raising activities among local people in these areas by developing a special integrated 
project combining research, education and conservation components. As well, the creation of new 
protected areas in Ulbansky Bay and Schastya Bay which are the most important places of shorebird 
stopovers is of great importance. Considering the rather high level of shooting of Far Eastern Curlew 
a special information campaign on the need to protect this species should be developed jointly with 
the regional hunting agencies. Besides, it is highly desirable to continue the work on dissemination of 
special informational posters demonstrating the species diversity of shorebirds along the EAAF. 

The main results of the survey are presented in three papers, two of them are already 
pubished. 
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1. NATURAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS OF THE REGIONS 

1.1. KHABAROVSK KRAI 

Khabarovsk Krai is the third largest region of the Russian Federation. Its area is 787 thousand 
km2. Khabarovsk Krai is divided into 17 districts, differing noticeably in their area and natural conditions 
(Figure 1). The length of the Krai in the meridional direction exceeds 1700 km. Stretching from the 
border of Magadan Oblast in the north, to Primorsky Krai in the south, Khabarovsk Krai is characterized 
by extremely diverse natural conditions. The northern part of the Krai is characterized by mountainous 
landscapes, harsh climate, and the presence of permafrost in the ground. The southern part is 
characterized by great landscape diversity, combining both mountain and plain types of landscapes, 
and includes the basin of the Amur River, the largest river on the Asian continent. 

 

Figure 1. Districts of Khabarovsk Krai: 1 – Okhotsky, 2 – Ayano-Maysky, 3 – Tuguro-Chumikansky, 4 – 
Nikolaevsky, 5 – Polina Osipenko, 6 – Ulchsky, 7 – Verkhnebureinsky, 8 – Solnechnyi, 9 – 
Komsomolsky, 10 – Vaninsky, 11 – Khabarovsky, 12 – Amursky, 13 – Nanaysky, 14 – 
Soviet-Gavansky, 15 – Lazo, 16 – Vyazemsky, 17 – Bikinsky 
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Figure 2: High and prolonged floods in the middle and lower reaches of the Amur River result in 
flooding and erosion of the banks, reducing the area of territories attractive to 
shorebirds 

 

Figure 3: The banks of most rivers in the region are covered with forests, and their low-lying 
areas with dense grass cover 
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Figure 4: Pebble spits on rivers in summer 

 

 

Figure 5: Numerous marshes provide habitat for several species of shorebirds, including the Far 
Eastern Curlew  
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The climatic conditions in the region are harsh. There is a lot of precipitation both in winter and 
summer. On the left bank of the Amur River and in the northern part of the region there are plots of 
permafrost. 

 

Figure 6. A rainy day in Lazarev town forces a break in travel as the dirt roads become unsafe 

The population of Khabarovsk Krai exceeds 1.3 million and the population density is only 1.65 
persons/square kilometers. This is slightly higher than in Kamchatka (0.67 persons/square kilometers), 
but much lower than in Sakhalin (6.39 persons/square kilometers). At the same time, the population 
is extremely unevenly distributed across the region. Most of it (about 40%) is concentrated in the 
regional center Khabarovsk-Sity, as well as in communities in the south and central parts of the region. 
The largest cities – Komsomolsk-on-Amur, Amursk and Nikolaevsk-on-Amur – are located on the banks 
of the Amur River, and large settlements Vanino and Sovetskaya Gavan are located near the ferry to 
Sakhalin Island. The region's three largest northern administrative districts, occupying more than half 
of its territory, Okhotsky, Ayano-Maysky, and Tuguro-Chumikansky Districts are extremely sparsely 
populated (Fig. 7).  

The distinctive feature of the region is the complex ethnic composition of its population – there 
are representatives of more than 40 ethnicities and indigenous minority ethnic groups – Nanai, Nivkhi, 
Evenki, Eveny, Udegei, Ulchi, Orochi, and others. 
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Figure 7. Population density in different districts of Khabarovsk Krai: 1 – Okhotsky, 2 – Ayano-Maisky, 
3 – Tuguro-Chumikansky, 4 – Nikolaevsky, 5 – Polina Osipenko, 6 – Ulchsky, 7 – 
Verkhnebureinsky, 8 – Solnechnyi, 9 – Komsomolsky, 10 – Vaninsky, 11 – Khabarovsky, 12 – 
Amursky, 13 – Nanaysky, 14 – Soviet-Gavansky, 15 – Lazo, 16 – Vyazemsky, 17 – Bikinsky 

 

Figure 8. Paved roads were constructed only in the south of Khabarovsk Krai and some sections of 
the trunk road along the Amur River 
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Figure 9: The bulk of regional roads are fortified embankments that require constant repair 
due to high precipitation 

 

Khabarovsk Krai is the economic center of the Russian Far East. Large industrial enterprises are 
concentrated there, as well as important logistics centers. The region is crossed by the Trans-Siberian 
and Baikal-Amur (BAM) railroads, which link the other Far Eastern regions of Russia (Sakhalin Oblast 
and Primorsky Krai) with the federal center. The Amur River continues to be an important 
transportation artery, although its role in cargo transportation has significantly decreased in recent 
decades.  

In Khabarovsk Krai, mining of minerals, mainly ores, is developed and new fields are actively 
explored and developed. Of particular concern is the implementation of industrial projects near the 
coast of the Sea of Okhotsk and on its shelf, where important shorebird habitats are located. A new 
polymetal mining project near the Tugur Peninsula is currently under development. This project could 
potentially have a negative impact on shorebird habitats and increase anthropogenic pressures on 
them during migration periods.  

Many armed forces personnel live in Khabarovsk Krai, so one of the most organized and 
numerous hunting societies in the region is the Military Hunting Society. This society also has offices 
in other regions of the Russian Far East.  
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Figure 10. Timber harvesting is one of the main industries in Khabarovsk Krai, following mining (mainly 
gold and polymetals) 

The areas adjacent to the southwestern coast of the Sea of Okhotsk are the most important 
for shorebirds. Many bays of this sea are the most important key migration stopover points for most 
shorebirds of the EAAF (Fig. 11). Among them is Schastya Bay, located north of the Amur River mouth. 
The Chkalov, Baidukov, and other islands located here form the largest single and extremely important 
coastal area for migrating shorebirds in the Sea of Okhotsk, which integrates the north of Sakhalin 
Island and the adjacent part of the mainland coast. Depending on local weather conditions, shorebirds 
may make local movements between the coasts of Sakhalin and Khabarovsk Krai. The nature and 
quantitative characteristics of these movements have not yet been studied. In recent decades, people 
have been visiting Schastya Bay more frequently, which will undoubtedly have a negative effect on the 
resting and feeding conditions of migrating shorebirds, which form mass aggregations here. The 
breeding areas of the Nordmann's Greenshank (Tinga guttifer), endemic and one of the most 
endangered species of shorebirds, are localized in Schastya Bay. In recent years, active studies of the 
biology of this species have been conducted here (Pronkevichet al., 2021).  
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Figure 11. The most important stopover sites for migrating shorebirds in Khabarovsk Krai.  
1 – Schastya Bay; 2 – Nikolay, Ulbansky and Tugurskiy Bays; 3 – Uda Bay; 4 – Aian Bay;  
5 – coast of the Sea of Okhotsk  

In addition to Schastya Bay, bays located in the vicinity of the Shantar group of islands (Ulbansky, 
Nikolay and Konstantin) and to the west, Tugursky and Uda Bays, are of great importance for 
shorebirds. The northern part of the Sea of Okhotsk coastal area up to the border with the Magadan 
Oblast is almost unstudied from an ornithological perspective. At the same time, our 2021 survey data 
indicate the presence of large migratory stops of shorebirds near the Okhotsk town (the former capital 
and center of the entire Far East region of Russia). Important shorebird habitats along the Okhotsk 
coastline include the Kukhtui and Okhota bays at the mouths of rivers of the same name, estuaries 
near the Vostretsovo settlement south of Okhotsk, and bays and lagoons north of Okhotsk to the 
mouth of the Inya River and the Inya settlement. There is no data on numbers and seasonal migration 
dynamics of shorebirds in these areas because they have not been specifically studied there. However, 
there is evidence that many rare shorebird species, including the Spoon-billed Sandpiper 
(Eurynorhynchus pygmeus), have been encountered and captured here (Pronkevich and Morokov 
2012). 

1.2. THE AMUR OBLAST 

The total area of the Amur Oblast is 363,000 km², its maximum length from north to south is 
over 1,000 km. Administratively, it is divided into 20 districts (Fig. 12). Like the neighboring Khabarovsk 
Krai, the Amur Oblast is characterized by a great diversity of natural conditions and a high contrast 
between the zone of broad-leaved plain forests in the south, in the Amur River floodplain, and taiga 
forests in the mountainous landscapes in the north. The diversity of natural landscapes is enhanced by 
large rivers (Amur, Zeya, Bureya) with well-developed valleys. This creates a high mosaic of shorebird 
habitats in the region. Several isolated natural landscapes are distinguished on the territory of the 
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Amur Oblast: the Zeya-Bureya plain, located in the very south; the Amur-Zeya plain (the middle part 
of the region); the mountainous north-east of the region and the Stanovoi Ridge in the north-west. 

 

Figure 12. Districts of the Amur Oblast: 1 – Tyndinsky, 2 – Skovorodinsky, 3 – Zeisky, 4 – 
Magdagachinsky, 5 – Selemdzinsky, 6 – Shimanovsky, 7 – Mazanovsky, 8 – 
Svobodnensky, 9 – Seryshevsky, 10 – Blagoveshchensky, 11 – Belogorsky, 12 – 
Romnensky, 13 – Ivanovsky, 14 – Oktyabrsky, 15 – Zavitinsky, 16 – Bureinsky, 17 – 
Tambovsky, 18 – Konstantinovsky, 19 – Mikhailovsky, 20 – Arkharinsky 

 

Figure 13. Swamp massif in Romnensky District of Amur Oblast on the Zeya-Bureya plain 
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Figure 14. River channel in the mountainous part of the Amur Oblast 

The population of Amur Oblast is only 780 thousand people and population density (Fig. 15) is 
2.16 people/square kilometers, which is slightly higher than in Khabarovsk Krai (1.65 people/square 
kilometers). Most of the population is concentrated in the south of the Amur Oblast, near Amur River. 
The region is home to major hydroelectric power plants on the Zeya and Bureya Rivers, as well as 
railroads and highways that connect the Russian Far East with Siberia and the European part of the 
country. 

 

Figure 15. Population density in different districts of the Amur Oblast: 1 – Tyndinsky, 2 – Skovorodinsky, 
3 – Zeisky, 4 – Magdagachinsky, 5 – Selemdzinsky, 6 – Shimanovsky, 7 – Mazanovsky, 8 
– Svobodnensky, 9 – Seryshevsky, 10 – Blagoveshchensky, 11 – Belogorsky, 12 – 
Romnensky, 13 – Ivanovsky, 14 – Oktyabrsky, 15 – Zavitinsky, 16 – Bureinsky, 17 – 
Tambovsky, 18 – Konstantinovsky, 19 – Mikhailovsky, 20 – Arkharinsky 
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The Amur Oblast is far from the sea, so there are no such large migratory concentrations of 
shorebirds as on the coast of the Sea of Okhotsk. Nevertheless, the shorebird fauna here is quite rich. 
It is significant that the Amur Oblast is located in an important part of the range of the Far Eastern 
Curlew (Numenius madagascariensis), the key species in the center of our study. The Far Eastern 
Curlew nests in the majority of districts of Amur Oblast. As it was revealed in the surveys, it is often 
shot by hunters. In most cases it is taken together with ducks and geese during waterfowl hunting. 
Absence of places of high concentration of shorebirds reduces the risk of their mass extermination 
both during hunting and other economic activities. At the same time, transformation of coastal areas 
of large rivers as a result of hydroelectric power plant reservoirs leads to deterioration of breeding 
conditions of some shorebird species, such as the Long-billed Plover (Charadrius placidus). 
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2.  MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1. PRELIMINAIRY ANALYSES 
Before starting fieldwork, we conducted a preliminary analysis of literature data and information 

from available official sources: the Ministry of Natural Resources of Khabarovsk Krai, Khabarovsk Krai 
State Institution (KGSI), Service for Wildlife Conservation and Protected Areas of Khabarovsk Krai, etc. 
In the course of fieldwork, we interviewed local residents and experts (hunters, fishermen, nature 
protection service staff), conducted anonymous questionnaires among hunters, and monitored the 
process of hunting in the model areas. In addition we made the analysis of data from the Russian Bird 
Ringing Center (see Section 3.3).  

In preparation for the field survey we consulted ornithologists working in the region and 
summarized information presented in the literature and other sources on geographical distribution 
and population dynamics of shorebirds: dates of migration; migration directions; numbers and places 
of concentration during migration; breeding ranges; population changes, etc. We also studied 
regulatory documents regulating the dates of hunting season and location of protected areas. In 
addition, we analyzed the reсoveries of shorebird rings from the territory of Khabarovsk Krai according 
to the data of the Russian Ringing Center. There was only one ring recovery from the Amur Oblast for 
the entire period.  

Vladimir Pronkevich, a leading ornithologist who has been working in the region for several 
decades and has excellent knowledge of local conditions, made a great contribution to the preparation 
of the fieldwork. His participation in the fieldwork has greatly increased efficiency of the survey, 
making it possible to quickly find the most informed and valuable respondents. In conditions of such a 
vast region as Khabarovsk Krai, it turned out to be especially relevant for selection of places and routes 
for field work and for remote methods of information collection. Thus, according to his advice, the 
really inaccessible northern districts of Khabarovsk Krai along the coast of the Sea of Okhotsk were 
immediately identified as one of the most promising for collecting information on shorebird hunting. 
Due to the fact that it was extremely difficult to visit these areas, we used remote methods to gather 
information, through local trusted experts who were known to Vladimir Pronkevich. We sent 
questionnaires for an anonymous survey of hunters, handouts, and posters with images of Far East 
shorebird species to the experts from these districts. Later we interviewed five local experts by 
telephone: these were local employees of the regional Ministry of Ecology and Natural Resources 
Protection Service – S.V. Mamonov (Okhotsk), I.A. Kashitsyn (Chumikan settlement), A.E. Lutsishin 
(Nelkan settlement), A.V. Gonyaev (Ayan settlement), and others. 

On the basis of preliminary information, we made a plan of the survey, defined routes and key 
places – settlements (villages and towns) in which the works will be carried out. In planning the survey, 
we considered two conditions: the need to focus the surveys primarily on settlements where, 
according to preliminary data, the greatest number of shorebirds was shot during hunting seasons; 
and their transport accessibility. The transport accessibility is important, among other things, because 
it determined the possibility of local and guest hunters to visit the remote areas. 

2.2. FIELD WORK 
Collection of data in Khabarovsk Krai continued from 10 September to 20 December 2021.  

It included several stages during which we surveyed:  

 the Amur Oblast (Nanaysky, Komsomolsky, Ulchsky Districts),  

 the Sea of Okhotsk coast (Nikolaevsky, Tuguro-Chumikan, Ayano-Maisky Districts, and 
Okhotsk town), 

 the inland continental areas of Khabarovsk Krai in its the southern part (Lazo, Bikinsky, 
Vyazemsky Districts)  
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 and in the center of the region (Verkhnebureinsky District, Solnechny, Polina Osipenko 
Districts). 

 

 

Figure 16. Areas of collection of data on shorebird hunting in Khabarovsk Krai. Districts: 1 – Okhotsksky, 
2 – Ayano-Maysky, 3 – Tuguro-Chumikansky, 4 – Nikolaevsky, 5 – Polina Osipenko, 6 – 
Ulchsky, 7 – Verkhnebureinsky, 8 – Solnechny, 9 – Komsomolsky, 10 – Vaninsky, 11 – 
Khabarovsky, 12 – Amursky, 13 – Nanaysky, 14 – Sovetsk-Gavansksky, 15 – Lazo, 16 – 
Vyazemsky, 17 – Bikinsky 

 

After holding necessary and important meetings with representatives of the administration in 
Khabarovsk, the capital of Khabarovsk Krai, we mailed questionnaires and necessary handouts to the 
Amur Oblast, where the work of distributing and collecting the anonymous questionnaires was done 
by Andrey A. Sasin. Questionnaires and materials were also sent by mail to the northern villages of 
Khabarovsk Krai. After that we made the first automobile trip along the long, multi-day route from 
Khabarovsk through several districts. Its final destination was the town of Nikolaevsk-on-Amur and the 
villages of Mago and Ozerpakh located at the mouth of the Amur River (Fig. 17). 
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Figure 17. The automobile track in the Amur River area in Khabarovsk Krai in September 2021 

During this trip, we visited and interviewed hunters also on Lake Evoron in Solnechny District, in 
the city of Komsomolsk-on-Amur, a number of settlements located along the right bank of the Amur 
River and in its lower reaches (Oremif and Ozerpakh settlements), and in the settlements located on 
the Sea of Okhotsk in the Nevelsky Strait – De-Kastri, Lazarev. In the Nikolayevsky District, we surveyed 
the settlements of Puir and Baidukova Island, located in Schastya Bay. 

The second trip included an automobile route from Khabarovsk sity southward through the 
settlements of Khor, Vyazemskoye, Lermontovo, Bikin, etc. to the border with Primorsky Krai in the 
village of Lesopilnoye. 

To survey Verkhnebureinsky District, located in the central part of Khabarovsk Krai, we went 
there by rail, since automobile communication with this area is difficult.  

We continued collecting information in northern Khabarovsk Krai in October-November, when 
hunters were finishing the field season and returning reports on the number of harvested bird. Then, 
locals experts collected anonymous questionnaires and sent them to us by mail. We received them in 
the second half of December (Table 1). 
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Table 1. Number of interviews and questionnaires collected in districts of Khabarovsk Krai 

Name of district 
Interviews 

number 

Number of 
received 

anonymous 
questionnaire 

Okhotsky District 3  

Ayano-Maysky District 2  

Tuguro-Chumikansky District 2 31 

Nikolayevsky District 10 12 

imeni Poliny Osipenko District 2  

Ulchsky District 4 3 

Verkhnebureinsky District 7 5 

Solnechny District 4 2 

Komsomolsky 7 12 

Khabarovsky District 3  

Amursky District 2  

Nanaysky District 7 8 

Lazo District 3 3 

Vyazemsky District 5 4 

Bikinsky District 4 4 

Khabarovsk Urban Area 10 15 

Komsomolsk-on-Amur Urban Area 5 5 

Total 80 104 

 

The questionnaires in the Amur Oblast in the amount of 400 copies were distributed among 
the main hunting societies of the region: AROO "RAOOiR", Military Hunting Society, LLC 
"Okhotkhozhestvo Shimanovskoye". In this regard, the data on hunting were obtained for the most 
densely populated part of the region (Fig. 18). At the end of the hunting season 130 questionnaires 
were collected (Table 2). 

Table 2. Number of questionnaires collected in districts of the Amur Oblast 

District name Number of questionnaires 

Skovorodinsky 5 

Mazanovsky 4 

Svobodnensky 5 

Seryshevsky 8 

Blagoveshchensky 16 

Belogorsky 11 

Romnensky 9 

Ivanovsky 13 
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Oktyabrsky 12 

Bureysky 9 

Tambovsky 10 

Konstantinovsky 8 

Mikhailovsky 11 

Arkharinsky 3 

District is not specified 6 

Total 130 

 

 

Figure 18. Areas of collection of data on shorebird hunting in the Amur Oblast. Districts: 1 – Tyndinsky, 
2 – Skovorodinsky, 3 – Zeisky, 4 – Magdagachinsky, 5 – Selemdzinsky, 6 – Shimanovsky, 7 
– Mazanovsky, 8 – Svobodnensky, 9 – Seryshevsky, 10 – Blagoveshchensky, 11 – 
Belogorsky, 12 – Romnensky, 13 – Ivanovsky, 14 – Oktyabrsky, 15 – Zavitinsky, 16 – 
Bureinsky, 17 – Tambovsky, 18 – Konstantinovsky, 19 – Mikhailovsky, 20 – Arkharinsky. 

In Khabarovsk Krai, we used basically the same methodological approaches as in Sakhalin in 
2020. In 2021, they were slightly modified and expanded. They were still based on the method 
developed by E.E. Syroechkovsky and K.B. Klokov for estimating bird harvesting in the Russian Arctic 
(Syroechkovsky and Klokov, 2010), which was adapted to study shorebird hunting in the first phase of 
the project in 2019. In 2021, the methodological approaches were further improved. Thus, several 
additional questions on the dynamics of the number and harvesting of rare species of ducks and geese 
were included in the questionnaires. This was due to the fact that in these areas shorebirds are not a 
special target for hunting, many hunters do not hunt them at all. Therefore, the interview focused on 
shorebirds caused surprise and bewilderment among hunters. This made it difficult to establish contact 
with the respondents and to get sufficiently detailed information about how hunting takes place. 
Therefore, we started the conversation with questions about duck and geese hunting and then moved 
on to questions about shorebirds.  
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The survey of each model village included two phases. First, we conducted in-depth interviews 
with 2-3 experts to provide a qualitative-level overview of how shorebird hunting occurs in the area 
and how important it is to both local and guest hunters in the area. Given that shorebirds are often 
not a specific hunting target, we also found out the general picture of waterfowl hunting, in which 
shorebirds can also be shot. We used additional questionnaires on rare and common waterfowl 
species. We did not analyze collected data on waterfowl in this report. 

The interview included several dozens of free-form questions on the following topics: 
1. General information about the population of the settlement, the number of hunters, 
ownership of hunting weapons and the vehicles used for hunting. 
2. Whether people from other places come to the settlement to hunt, how often 
and how many? 
3. Places where residents of the settlement and guest hunters hunt shorebirds or hunt 
waterfowl, shooting shorebirds in passing and accidentally. 
4. An approximate estimate (from an expert's point of view) of the number of 
locals hunters and guest hunters in this area. 
5. Methods by which local hunters usually hunt shorebirds. 
6. Whether hunting has become more or less intense in recent years, whether 
the number of hunters (local and guest) has increased or decreased. 
7. How strictly the rules and deadlines of hunting seasons are observed in the 
area. Do hunters know what species of birds are not allowed to hunt. Whether local 
people have unregistered weapons. How regularly inspectors and police officers 
monitor compliance with hunting regulations. 
And others questions.  
 

The interview could be more or less detailed, depending on how interesting information the 
hunter could provide. The hunter sampling was based on the "snowball" method. The method 
consisted of each hunter providing contact information for one or more other hunters when answering 
questions or completing a questionnaire. In addition, we interviewed hunters we met at the hunting 
sites. 

We also used anonymous questionnaires filled out by the hunters themselves. The 
questionnaire was made as short as possible, because each additional question increases the likelihood 
that the hunter would find the questionnaire too complicated and not want to spend time completing 
it. Because shorebird hunting is not popular everywhere, a special shorebird-only questionnaire may 
have caused misunderstanding on the part of some hunters and refusal to fill it out. Therefore, it also 
included questions about waterfowl hunting. 

 
The questionnaire contained three groups of questions. 

A. Shorebird hunting questions. 
1. Have you hunted shorebirds in the last 5 years?   (YES, NO) 
2. How many shorebirds have you shot in the last 3 years, including the number 
of large-sized, medium-sized, and small-sized shorebirds?  
3. If you know, write the names of the species of shorebirds you have shot? (you can 
give a local name). 
4. How often are shorebirds taken by other (besides you) hunters in your area ( 
FREQUENTLY; REGULARLY; ONLY OCCASIONALLY WHEN HUNTING OTHER BIRDS; 
NEVER)??  
5. Who hunts them (LOCAL PEOPLE FROM YOUR VILLAGE; VISITORS; BOTH LOCAL 
or VISITORS)? 
6. List the months when shorebirds are hunted in your area. 

В. Waterfowl hunting questions: the hunter was asked to indicate the number and species of 
ducks and geese taken last year in spring and fall.  
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С. Questions about the hunter himself/herself: age, hunting experience, areas where he/she 
has hunted birds in the past five years. 

 

Anonymous paper questionnaires were filled out during meetings with hunters during the field 
work period. A total of 104 anonymous questionnaires were collected in Khabarovsk Krai and 130 
questionnaires in Amur Oblast. We distributed them mainly through hunting societies, which exist in 
most districts of Khabarovsk Krai (in contrast to Sakhalin Oblast). 

In general, the field survey research tools  (Fig. 19) included: 
a) anonymous questionnaires distributed both during face-to-face meetings with 
hunters and by posting information on the Internet; 
b) a questionnaire filled out by the interviewer from the words of the hunter during an 
individual conversation with the hunter; 
c) The questionnaire for a certain community filling in after deep interviews with 
hunters and experts living there; 
d) handouts: postcards and calendars with pictures of different species of shorebirds 
and additional information (Fig.11)  
e) color posters with drawings of shorebirds, for which the main species found in the 
Russian Far East were selected. 

 

 

Figure 19. Handouts (posters, calendars) used for hunter interviews 

Given significant differences in how hunting is organized in different parts of Khabarovsk Krai 
and Amur Oblast, we used different approaches to extrapolate data and estimate the number of 
shorebirds taken in different areas.  

In areas along the coast of the Sea of Okhotsk, shorebird hunting is regular. We have used the 
method of formal extrapolation to estimate the number of shorebirds harvested in these areas. Data 
for this were based on the average number of shorebirds shot per hunter per year, obtained from 
surveys. We multiplied these averages by the total number of hunters receiving permits for waterfowl 
harvesting in the indicated areas (recall that permits are not issued specifically for shorebird hunting 
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there). In 2020, a total of 6,837 such permits were issued in Khabarovsk Krai. The number of hunters 
hunting birds without permits should be added to this figure. The number of such hunters, according 
to local experts, is at least 10% of the number of hunters who have received official permits.  

In remote settlements in the north of the region (e.g. Inya), the proportion of hunters without 
official permits is much higher. This was taken into account when calculating the volume of harvesting 
of each species of shorebirds in some districts of Khabarovsk Krai. For shorebird species, which were 
not reported by hunters during the survey, the average annual harvest volume was estimated based 
on their relative abundance in the wild, ranging from 0.01 to 0.05 birds harvested per one hunter who 
received a permit to capture birds. 

The number of harvested birds was calculated separately for different species/groups of 
species: 

- separately for the most important species: Far Eastern Curlew, Middle Curlew, and 
Great Stint, 

- together for medium and large shorebirds (Black-tailed and Bar-tailed Godwits, 
Woodcock and Snipes) 

- together for all small shorebirds (primarily Dunlin, Red-necked Stint, etc.). 
 

 

Figure 20. Vladimir Pronkevich interviewing an experienced hunter in De-Kastri village, Khabarovsk Krai 
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Figure 21. Interview with an expert hunter in Ulchsky District of Khabarovsk Krai 

 

Figure 22. Interview with young hunters in the Nikolayevsky District of Khabarovsk Krai 
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Figure 23. Survey of hunters in Verkhnebureinsky District of Khabarovsk Krai 

 

Figure 24. The poster can be left even in places where hunters come rarely. The Bikinsky District Society 
of Hunters and Fishermen is located in the very south of Khabarovsk Krai  
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2.3. ONLINE SURVEY 
 

Simultaneously with the fieldwork, we attempted to conduct an online survey of shorebird 

hunting. For this purpose, an online questionnaire was developed (Annex 2, 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScTxvVv89Z8iz9tWa4l-hcrVBhjG39-R4hTmu-

BbYuyXzk8wQ/viewform), which was similar in content to the paper-based anonymous questionnaire 

used during fieldwork. The questionnaire can be accessed via QR codes that were placed on 

calendars and other handouts. We distributed these handouts materials to all hunters we met during 

fieldwork, including those who participated in interviews or filled out the anonymous questionnaire. 

In the latter case, we asked the hunter not to fill in the questionnaire himself (to avoid repeating the 

information), but to pass the materials with QR code to other hunters, asking them to fill in the 

questionnaire via the Internet. In addition, information with a link to the internet address of the 

questionnaire was placed on the websites of hunting societies.  

The results of the online questionnaire were very modest. A total of 12 questionnaires were 

filled out on the website (5% of the total number of all collected questionnaires), incl. 5 from 

Khabarovsk Krai and 7 from Amur Oblast. All questionnaires, both those collected from hunters and 

those completed online were processed together. The results are presented in paragraph 3.5.  

Despite the small number of completed online questionnaires, it was possible to obtain some 

data for those villages that we were unable to reach during the fieldwork. However, these data did 

not change the conclusions we made during fieldwork, but only confirmed them. In particular, the 

data from the online questionnaire confirmed that hunters harvest shorebirds also during the time 

closed for hunting, and that some hunters shoot at flocks of shorebirds.  

 

Evaluation of the results of the online questionnaire 

Activity of hunters to fill in the online questionnaire was low. This was unexpected for us as 

we assumed that the number of completed online questionnaires would be much higher. We were 

not able to find out any reason, why their online activity was so law. Most probably, the main online 

contacts between hunters take place in closed groups via What’s Up, Telegram and other 

messengers, and the most part of hunters ignore websites of hunting societies. 

It should be noted, that besides hunters from Khabarovsk Krai and Amur Oblast (surveyed in 

2021), several hunters from Sakhalin Island (surveyed in 2020) filled in online forms in 2021 and 

2023. In total 15 forms has been filled in, incl. 4 forms in 2023. 13 persons from Sakhalin filled in the 

forms using QR codes placed on handouts and 2 persons used Internet links from web-sites of 

Sakhalin hunters societies. Thus, online forms continued to works even two years after our survey. 

This means that it can be promising to use online questionnaires for long term monitoring. However, 

additional special work have to be done for increasing the activity of hunters to get more completed 

online forms. 

Taking into account that using the Internet to collect information on shorebird hunting can 

save a lot of effort required to conduct a field survey it is possible to propose a special sociological 

study to develop a more effective methodology of questioning hunters via the Internet. 

  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScTxvVv89Z8iz9tWa4l-hcrVBhjG39-R4hTmu-BbYuyXzk8wQ/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScTxvVv89Z8iz9tWa4l-hcrVBhjG39-R4hTmu-BbYuyXzk8wQ/viewform
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3. RESULTS 

3.1. SPECIES COMPOSITION, ABUNDANCE AND HABITATION PATTERNS OF 

SHOREBIRDS IN KHABAROVSK KRAI AND AMUR OBLAST 
 

KHABAROVSK KRAI 

Data on the abundance and distribution of shorebirds during seasonal migrations in Khabarovsk 
Krai are based on a review of available published data (Panov, 1973; Babenko, 2000; Nechaev, Gamova, 
2009 et al.).To date, 56 shorebird species have been recorded in Khabarovsk Krai (Table 3). Of those, 
16 species are nesting in the region, breeding of another 3 species is suspected, and 37 species and 
subspecies (Sakhalin Calidris alpina actites) are only migrating through the region and/or belong to the 
rare vagrant species. The Red Data Book of Khabarovsk Krai contains 11 species of shorebirds; in 
addition, 12 species of shorebirds inhabiting Khabarovsk Krai are included in the Red Data Book of 
Russia (Table 3). In recent years, studies of migrating shorebirds in the region have been significantly 
intensified. As a consequence, we should expect an expansion of their species list, which should not 
differ significantly from the more comprehensive similar lists of Sakhalin and Kamchatka. 

 

Table 3: List of shorebirds of Khabarovsk Krai 

№ Species Red data 
book of 

Khabarovs
k Krai 

Red 
data 
book 

of 
Russia 

IUCN. 
Red 
List 

Numb
er 

Catego
ry 

Status 

N Tr Acc 

1 Grey Plover, Pluvialis squatarola    LC U  + 
 

2 Pacific Golden, Plover Pluvialis fulva    LC С  + 
 

3 Common Ringed, Plover Charadrius 
hiaticula  

  LC R  + 
 

4 Little Ringed Plover, Charadrius dubius   LC С + + 
 

5 Long-billed Plover, Charadrius placidus +  LC R +  
 

6 Mongolian Plover, Charadrius mongolus    LC С  + 
 

7 Eurasian Dotterel, Eudromias morinellus    LC R  + 
 

8 Northern Lapwing, Vanellus vanellus   NT С + + 
 

9 Grey-headed Lapwing, Vanellus cinereus   LC R   + 

10 Turnstone, Arenaria interpres    LC С  +  

11 Oystercatcher, Haematopus ostralegus  + + NT R + +  

12 Green Sandpiper, Tringa ochropus    LC С + +  

13 Wood Sandpiper, Tringa glareola    LC С + + 
 

14 Common Greenshank, Tringa nebularia    LC С + + 
 

15 Nordmann's Greenshank, Tringa guttifer  + + EN R + +  

16 Redshank, Tringa totanus    LC R + +  

17 Spotted Redshank, Tringa erythropus    LC С  +  

18 Marsh Sandpiper, Tringa stagnatilis +  LC R   + 

19 Grey-tailed Tattler, Heteroscelus brevipes    NT U  +  

20 Common Sandpiper, Actitis hypoleucos   LC С + +  

21 Terek Sandpiper, Xenus cinereus    LC R  +  

22 Grey Phalarope, Phalaropus fulicarius   LC R  +  

23 Red-necked Phalarope, Phalaropus lobatus    LC U  +  
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24 Ruff, Philomachus pugnax  +  LC R 
 

+ 
 

25 Spoon-billed Sandpiper, Eurynorhynchus 
pygmeus  

+ + CR R  +  

26 Little Stint,  Calidris minuta    LC U  +  

27 Red-necked Stint, Calidris ruficollis    NT С  +  

28 Long-toed Stint, Calidris subminuta    LC U  +  

29 Temminck's Stint, Calidris temminckii    LC U  +  

30 Baird's Sandpiper, Calidris bairdii    LC R  +  

31 Curlew Sandpiper, Calidris ferruginea  + NT U  +  

32 Sakhalin Dunlin,  Calidris alpina actites  +    +  

33 Dunlin, Calidris alpina   LC С  +  

34 Sharp-tailed Sandpiper, Calidris acuminata  +  LC R  +  

35 Pectoral Sandpiper, Calidris melanotos   LC R   + 

36 Great Knot, Calidris tenuirostris   + EN С  +  

37 Red Knot, Calidris canutus   + NT R  +  

38 Western Sandpiper, Calidris mauri   LC U  +  

39 Sanderling, Calidris alba    LC R  +  

40 Buff-breasted Sandpipe, Tryngites 
subruficollis  

 + NT R    

41 Broad-billed Sandpiper, Limicola falcinellus    LC R  +  

42 Jack Snipe, Limnocryptes minimus   LC R +? + 
 

43 Common Snipe, Gallinago gallinago   LC С  + 
 

44 Latham's Snipe, Gallinago hardwickii  + LC R +?  
 

45 Swinhoe's Snipe, Gallinago megala   LC U + + 
 

46 Pin-tailed Snipe, Gallinago stenura    LC С +? + 
 

47 Solitary Snipe, Gallinago solitaria  +  LC R + + 
 

48 Eurasian Woodcock, Scolopax rusticola   LC U + + 
 

49 Little Curlew, Numenius minutus + + LC R  + 
 

50 Eurasian Curlew, Numenius arquata   NT R   + 

51 Far Eastern Curlew, Numenius 
madagascariensis 

+ + EN R + +  

52 Whimbrel, Numenius phaeopus   LC С  +  

53 Black-tailed Godwit, Limosa limosa    NT R + +  

54 Bar-tailed Godwit, Limosa lapponica    NT R  +  

55 Long-billed Dowitcher, Limnodromus 
scolopaceus 

  LC R   + 

56  Asian dowitcher, Limnodromus 
semipalmatus 

+ + NT R + +  

Abbreviations: A – abundant, C – common, U – uncommon, R – rare; N – nesting, Tr – transient,  
Acc – accidental 

  

https://www.multitran.com/m.exe?s=Asian+dowitcher&l1=1&l2=2
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AMUR OBLAST 

 
Forty-eight species of shorebirds have been recorded in the Amur Oblast (Table 4). Of these, 19 

species nest in the region, 29 only migrate through the region and/or are classified as rare vagrant 
species (Antonov and Dugintsov, 2018). The overall species list here is noticeably more modest than in 
other Far Eastern regions. This is partly due to the remoteness from the shores of the Sea of Okhotsk 
and the main migration routes of shorebirds.  The Red Data Book of Amur Oblast includes 11 species 
of shorebirds, besides the Red Data Book of the Russian Federation includes 9 species of shorebirds 
inhabiting the Amur Oblast (Table 4). 
 

Table 4: List of shorebirds of the Amur Oblast 
 

№ Species Red 
data 

book of 
Amur 
Oblast 

Red 
data 

book of 
Russia 

IUCN. 
Red 
List 

Number 
Category 

Status 

N Tr Acc 

1 Grey Plover, Pluvialis squatarola  
  

LC R 
 

+ 
 

2 Pacific Golden, Plover Pluvialis fulva  
  

LC U 
 

+ 
 

3 Common Ringed, Plover Charadrius 
hiaticula  

  
LC R 

 
+ 

 

4 Little Ringed Plover, Charadrius dubius 
  

LC С + + 
 

5 Long-billed Plover, Charadrius placidus + + LC R + + 
 

6 Mongolian Plover, Charadrius mongolus  + 
 

LC R + + 
 

7 Eurasian Dotterel, Eudromias morinellus  
 

+ LC R 
  

+ 

8 Northern Lapwing, Vanellus vanellus 
  

NT R + + 
 

9 Grey-headed Lapwing, Vanellus cinereus 
  

LC R 
  

+ 

10 Sociable Lapwing, Vanellus gregarius   CR R   + 

11 Turnstone, Arenaria interpres oahuensis  
  

LC R 
 

+ 
 

12 Black-winged Stilt, Himantopus 
himantopus himantopus  

+ 
 

LC R + + 
 

13 Pied Avoced, Recurvirostra avosetta +  LC R   + 

14 Oystercatcher, Haematopus ostralegus  + + NT R + + 
 

15 Green Sandpiper, Tringa ochropus  
  

LC С + + 
 

16 Wood Sandpiper, Tringa glareola  
  

LC С + + 
 

17 Common Greenshank, Tringa nebularia  
  

LC С + + 
 

18 Redshank, Tringa totanus  + 
 

LC R + + 
 

19 Spotted Redshank, Tringa erythropus  
  

LC С 
 

+ 
 

20 Marsh Sandpiper, Tringa stagnatilis 
  

LC R + + 
 

21 Grey-tailed Tattler, Heteroscelus brevipes  
  

NT R 
 

+ 
 

22 Common Sandpiper, Actitis hypoleucos 
  

LC A + + 
 

23 Terek Sandpiper, Xenus cinereus  
  

LC R 
 

+ 
 

24 Red-necked Phalarope, Phalaropus 
lobatus  

  
LC R 

 
+ 

 

25 Ruff, Philomachus pugnax  
  

LC R 
 

+ 
 

26 Red-necked Stint, Calidris ruficollis  
  

NT R 
 

+ 
 

27 Long-toed Stint, Calidris subminuta  
  

LC R 
 

+ 
 

28 Temminck's Stint, Calidris temminckii  
  

LC R 
 

+ 
 

29 Curlew Sandpiper, Calidris ferruginea 
 

+ NT R 
 

+ 
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30 Sakhalin Dunlin, Calidris alpina actites 
 

+ 
 

U + 
  

31 Dunlin, Calidris alpine 
  

LC R 
 

+ 
 

32 Sharp-tailed Sandpiper, Calidris 
acuminata  

  
LC R 

 
+ 

 

33 Broad-billed Sandpiper, Limicola 
falcinellus  

  
LC R 

 
+ 

 

34 Jack Snipe, Limnocryptes minimus 
  

LC R 
 

+ 
 

35 Common Snipe, Gallinago gallinago 
  

LC A + + 
 

36 Latham's Snipe, Gallinago hardwickii 
 

+ LC С + 
  

37 Swinhoe's Snipe, Gallinago megala + 
 

LC R 
 

+ 
 

38 Pin-tailed Snipe, Gallinago stenura  
  

LC С + + 
 

39 Solitary Snipe, Gallinago solitaria  + 
 

LC R 
 

+ 
 

40 Eurasian Woodcock, Scolopax rusticola 
  

LC U + + 
 

41 Little Curlew, Numenius minutus + + LC R 
 

+ 
 

42 Eurasian Curlew, Numenius arquata 
  

NT R 
  

+ 

43 Far Eastern Curlew, Numenius 
madagascariensis 

+ + EN R + + 
 

44 Whimbrel, Numenius phaeopus 
  

LC R 
 

+ 
 

45 Black-tailed Godwit, Limosa limosa  
  

NT R 
  

+ 

46 Bar-tailed Godwit, Limosa lapponica  
  

NT R 
 

+ 
 

47 Long-billed Dowitcher, Limnodromus 
scolopaceus 

  
LC R 

  
+ 

48 Asian dowitcher, Limnodromus 
semipalmatus 

+ + NT R + + 
 

Abbreviations: A – abundant, C – common, U – uncommon, R – rare; N – nesting, Tr – transient, Acc – 
accidental 

  

https://www.multitran.com/m.exe?s=Asian+dowitcher&l1=1&l2=2
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3.2. POPULATION AND RANGE STATUS OF THE FAR EASTERN CURLEW (NUMENIUS 

MADAGASCARIENSIS) IN SOUTH FAR EAST RUSSIA 
 

3.2.1.NESTING RANGE STRUCTURE AND ABUNDANCE 

The most detailed data on the Far Eastern Curlew range in the late 20th and early 21st 
centuries are presented in Antonov (2011; 2016) and Sleptsov (2019). Based on these data, 33 breeding 
areas with a total area of about 150 thousand sq. km were mapped (Fig. 25). Six clusters of Far Eastern 
Curlew nesting pockets were identified (so-called population-geographical nuclei), including 
Priamurskoe, located in the Amur River basin from Lake Khanka in the south to the Verkhnezeiskoe 
Plain and the Evoron-Chukchagirskaya Lowland in the north. A total of 18 elementary breeding grounds 
of Far Eastern Curlew were identified in the Amur basin. The Amurian breeding area is more extensive 
than other clusters and occupies the southernmost part of the known breeding range of the species. 
Chronologically, nesting of Far Eastern Curlew was firstly described in Primorsky Krai (near Lake Khanka 
and in the lower reaches of the Bolshoi Ussurka River), then in Khabarovsk Krai and Amur Oblast.  

Let us review the history of studies and the present state of the elementary breeding grounds 
of the Far Eastern Curlew breeding core area in the Amur Oblast. 
.

 
Figure 25. Breeding range of Far Eastern Curlew Numenius madagascariensis (Antonov, 2011, 2016; 

Sleptsov, 2019) 
 

K.A. Vorobyev (1954) supposed the nesting of Far Eastern Curlew in the area of Possiet Bay in 
the south of Primorsky Krai, but no one has confirmed this nesting after this author.   

The breeding area in the lowlands of Lake Khanka has a long history of studies. The first nest 
was found here in 1928 (Shulpin, 1936). In the mid-1970s, about 50 pairs were breeding in the Lake 
Khanka Lowland (Gluschenko, 1982).  

The nesting of Far Eastern Curlew in the lower reaches of the Bolshaya Ussurka River was 
reported by E. P. Spangenberg (1965). The status of this breeding area is currently unknown.  
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Nesting on the Bikin River was discovered by B.K. Shibnev, and Far Eastern Curlew was 
common there in the middle of the 20th century (Shibnev 1976). Later, in the 1970s, B.B. Pukinsky 
(2003) stated a sharp decrease in the number of the local breeding group there.  

Mention of Far Eastern Curlew nesting in the lower reaches of the Khor river is mentioned only 
in the work of L.M. Shulpin (1936), the current status is unknown. 

С. В. Winter (1980) discovered the Far Eastern Curlew breeding area in the Bureinsko-
Khinganskaya Lowland in the mid-1970s. The density of nesting birds in this area is decreasing, but as 
a whole by the abundance of nesting pairs this area occupies one of the key positions. It is the only 
locality from which we already know more than 10 documented nest finds (Antonov, 2009). It should 
be taken into account that this record number of found nests is probably due to the large number of 
ecological studies of the Far Eastern Curlew in the area.  

A significant breeding area of the Far Eastern Curlew is located in the north of the Zeya-Bureya 
Plain in the basins of the Tom, Ulma, and other rivers with their tributaries (Antonov et al., 2016). 
However, we do not have data on it abundance (nor absolute, either relative) from this region. 

Several large nesting pockets have been described in the Upper Zeya River basin. Most of them 
exist and maintain a significant density of birds up to the present time.  

The nesting conditions of the Far Eastern Curlew in the Verkhnezeiskoe Plain have now 
deteriorated due to flooding of most of the suitable nesting sites by the waters of the Zeya Reservoir. 
Nevertheless, successful nesting there by Far Eastern Curlew has been documented (Antonov et al., 
2015). For example, 5 nesting pairs were found in Dutkan Bay and adjacent marshes of the Bol’shaia 
Palpaga River floodplain in the last decade of June 2014 – birds were at brood at the time of the survey. 
Nesting is also probable in the Khaimkan mariae (larch peatmoss bog open woodland) and in the Gulik 
River valley near the Zeisky Nature Reserve, where mating birds and pairs were observed on 21-23 
May 2014 and 10 May 2015 (Antonov et al., 2015). In 2021, Far Eastern Curlews were nesting near the 
village of Bomnak, and they had not been observed here before (data from interviews with local 
hunters). 

According to Voronov (1983, et al.), Far Eastern Curlew is a sparse or rare migrating and 
probably nesting species in the middle reaches of the Zeya River. It has been known to appear there in 
spring since 5 May. It has also been recorded in summer in the Dep River basin from source to mouth, 
among other an actively disturbing male was observed on 18 June 2015. A pre-breeding flock of 14 
females (judging by beak length) was observed at the mouth of the Dep River on 16 June 2015. 

In the Middle Amur Plain in the Evreyskaya Autonomous Oblast, Far Eastern Curlew nests in 
larch peatmoss bog open woodland, but there are few specific data on numbers. In the Bolon Lake 
basin in Khabarovsk Krai, Far Eastern Curlew has been recorded since the middle of the last century 
(Kistyakovsky, Smogorzhevsky, 1973), but its nesting was not confirmed until much later (Antonov, 
2004). The abundance of breeding birds in this area has decreased significantly over the last 20 years 
(Table 5).  

Further down the Amur River valley, Far Eastern Curlew nesting is known in the interfluves of 
Bol’shaya and Mal'aya Khurbinok Rivers and in the basin of the Gorin River, on lakes Evoron and Udyl, 
on Oljikan River and also (presumably) up to the mainland coast of Tugur Bay (Tugur River estuary) and 
Bol’shoi Shantar Island (Babenkko, 2000; Pronkevich, Voronov, 1996; Roslyakov, 1990; Koblik et al, 
2001; Pronkevich, 1998). 

 
3.2.2.SEASONAL MIGRATION 

During spring migration in the Ussuri River floodplain (south of Khabarovsk Krai) in 2005, Far Eastern 
Curlew was observed from 12 April (Pronkevich, 2011). The maximum intensity of migration was 
observed on 5 May, when two flocks of 40 and 50 Far Eastern Curlews were observed. A total of 209 
birds were recorded during the period of observations from 1 April to 11 May. Far Eastern Curlew 
migrates to Bologna Lake at the beginning of the third decade of April. Migration is by broad front, in 
small groups of 8-10 birds at a height of 150-200 m. Sometimes they form clusters up to 150-200 
individuals (Roslyakov, 1990). On Lake Evoron in spring Far Eastern Curlew appear on the same dates 
(Pronkevich and Voronov, 1996). During the summer, non-breeding Far Eastern Curlews occur within 
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the breeding range. For example, flocks of 5-7 Far Eastern Curlews stayed until early August in the 
Bureinsko-Khinganskaya depression (Winter, 1980). In the summer of 1978 flocks of several dozens of 
Far Eastern Curlews were recorded on Lake Bolon (Mishchenko, Smirenskii, 1981). A flock of 23 Far 
Eastern Curlews flying southward was observed on 10 June 1976 near Malyshevo settlement, 
Khabarovsk Region (Valchuk, 1997). Since mid-June there has been a permanent migration of single 
and failed breeding birds. In central Sikhote-Alin, autumn migration is from early to mid-3rd decade of 
September (Rakhilin, 1973c). As well, Far Eastern Curlews are known to be shot in Khabarovsk Krai 
(Malyshevo village) and in October (Roslyakov, 1990). 

 
Table 5. Data on the decline in numbers of Far Eastern Curlew in the breeding grounds 
of the Amour breeding area 

Breeding 
grounds 

Years of surveys  Authors Decrease in 
numbers, % 

Arhara 1975-78 1999 Winter 1980, Antonov 1999 40 

Bologn 1980s 2000 Roslyakov 1990, Antonov 2004 94 

Bikin  early 
1970s 

late 
1970s 

Pukinsky 2003 30 

 
Table 6. Population number of Far Eastern Curlew in the Amur River basin according to 

published data  

Name of 
breeding 

area 

Region Location Year of 
count 

Number of 
nesting pairs 

(according to the 
source) 

Nesting 
rate (pairs 

number 
per 10 km2) 

Bolon Khabarovsk 
Krai 

vicinity of the village of 
Djuen on Bolon Lake 

2000 15 pairs / 100 sq 
km 

1.5 pairs 

In Еvreiskaia 
Avtonomnaia 
Oblast 

In River 2002 3 pairs / 10 sq km 3 pairs 

Bikin Khabarovsk 
Krai 

Interfluves of Bikin 
amd Alchana Rivers 

1970-е 3-4 pairs / 10 sq 
km 

3-4 pairs 

Arhara Amur Oblast 

 

Bureinsko-
Khinganskaia Lowland 

1999 1- 1.5 pairs / 1 sq 
km 

15 pairs 

Khurba Khabarovsk 
Krai 

Interfluves of Bol’shaia 
and Malaya Khurbinok 
Rivers 

Year 
unknown 

2 pairs / 1 sq km 20 pairs 

Arhara Amur Oblast Bureinsko-
Khinganskaia Lowland 

1975-78   17-33 pairs 

Bolon Khabarovsk 
Krai 

Bolon lake 1980-е 2-3 pairs / 1 sq km 20-30 pairs 

Evoron Khabarovsk 
Krai 

Evoron lake Year 
unknown 

4 pairs / 1 sq km 40 pairs 

Selemdkha Amur Oblast Ziesko-
Selemdzhinskaia Plane 

Year 
unknown 

2 birds / per 10 km 
of route length 

  

Zeia Amur Oblast Verkhnezeiskaya Plane Year 
unknown 

5 birds / per 10 km 
of route length 

  

Nora Amur Oblast Burunda River Year 
unknown 

1-9 birds per 10 
km of river 

  

Sources – see table 5 
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Figure 26. Far Eastern Curlew after returning to breeding grounds in mid-April, Amur Oblast. Photo by 

A. Antonov 
 

 
Figure 27. A pair of Far Eastern Curlews in the breeding biotope, Amur Oblast. Photo by A. Antonov 
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Figure 28. Far Eastern Curlew in the breeding biotope, Amur Oblast. Photo by A. Antonov 
 

 
Figure 29. Far Eastern Curlew nesting biotope in the Amur Oblast. Photo by A. Antonov 
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Figure 30. Hatchlings in Far Eastern Curlew nest. Photo by A. Antonov 
 

 
 

Figure 31. Ruined egg-laying of Far Eastern Curlew, Amur Oblast. Photo by A. Antonov 
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3.3. ANALYSIS OF RECORDS OF THE RUSSIAN BIRD RINGING CENTRE 
 

KHABAROVSK KRAI 

The Russian Ringing Centre has data on 96 ringing recoveries from 13 species of shorebirds, 
which were received from 1958-2020 in the Khabarovsk Krai.  Of these, 83 birds were shot, and another 
7 shorebirds (5 Great Knots, Ruff and Bar-tailed Godwit) were found injured or dying. In our analysis 
we assume that all of them died or were injured as a result of hunting, as birds attacked by predators 
rarely remain just "wounded" or "dying". One Far Eastern Curlew, ringed in Australia on 5 March 2001 
(Victoria), died on 22 April 2006 after being caught in a fishing net near Birobidzhan (Evreiskaia 
Autonomous Oblast), it is possible that it was shot and wounded and then caught in a net having fallen 
into water. Nevertheless, we excluded it from further analysis. Information on 5 ringed shorebirds (4 
Red-necked Stints and one Great Knot ) was obtained by recapturing tagged birds and reading 
individual tags. These shorebirds were also not included in the analysis.  

Among the shot shorebirds, the most numerous were those of the species forming migratory 
aggregations in dense flocks that were usually shot. In Khabarovsk Krai, these were Great and Red Knot 
(Figure 25). Their proportions among ringed birds were 73.3% and 11.1%, respectively. At high tide, 
these birds usually rest on the shore and sit literally huddled together and easily allow a human to take 
a shot, especially when approaching from the water by boat. Hunters take advantage of this 
trustfulness. Although hunters manage to shoot only once or twice, the number of victims can be in 
the tens and even hundreds of birds. 

A Long-billed Dowitcher ringed in Taimyr on 17 July 1999 at the mouth of the Khatanga River 
when he was a chick, was shot on 20 September of the same year near the settlement of Vostretsovo, 
in the Okhotsk District of Khabarovsk Krai. In the accompanying letter to the Ringing Centre, it is 
erroneously listed as "Eurasian Woodcock". In other letters Common Sandpiper was listed as "Common 
Snipe", one Red Knot was described as "Great Knot". In 81 cases “Shorebird” or “Bird” was listed. Thus, 
only 5.6% of the birds shot or found were correctly identified in the accompanying letters. In the 
remaining 94.4% of cases species identity of shorebirds was not identified at all or incorrectly identified 
(in three cases). Among the correctly identified birds were Common Greenshank, Red Knot and in three 
cases Great Knot.  

It should be noted, that of all shorebirds shot in Khabarovsk Krai, only half (50.6%) were 
considered by hunters as shorebirds due to official records provided by the Russian Ringing Centre. For 
the other half of shorebirds (49.4%) just "bird" was indicated. This fact demonstrates the poor 
knowledge of birds, in particular shorebirds, by hunters in the region. We ourselves were repeatedly 
convinced of this when we interviewed hunters and showed them colour images of shorebirds. Good 
knowledge of shorebird species was demonstrated only by a few experienced hunters, who had long 
been interested in hunting and diversity of birds. Young hunters and novice hunters usually have very 
poor knowledge about species of shorebirds allowed to hunt, and even less knowledge about species 
not allowed to be hunted. Among the ringed shorebirds taken by hunters, only four species are allowed 
to be hunted in Khabarovsk Krai (Figure 32). The remaining species are either not included in the list 
of officially permitted to hunt (3 species) or are strictly prohibited from hunting (5 species) because of 
their protected status. Of the total number of shorebirds’ rings recovered by the Russian Ringing 
Centre, 85.4% were from species prohibited from hunting (n=82). 
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Figure 32. List of species and number of shorebirds from which ring recoveries were obtained in 
Khabarovsk Krai (* – species allowed to be hunted; ** – species not allowed to be 
hunted; *** – protected species, hunting prohibited) 

Most of the ringed shorebirds in Khabarovsk Krai were shot in coastal areas (Figure 33). Only 
species with little connection to coastal waters (Redshank, Common Sandpiper) constitute an 
exception to this rule.  

The locations of recovery of ringed shorebirds were generally consistent with the information 
on the main hunting areas of shorebirds obtained during our survey (Figure 32). They are mostly 
concentrated around a few localities along the Sea of Okhotsk coast. 
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Great Knot Calidris tenuirostris ***

Red Knot Calidris canutus ***

Red-necked Stint Calidris ruficollis **

Bar-tailed Godwit Limosa lapponica ***

Dunlin - Calidris alpine **

Terek sandpiper Xenus cinereus *

Long-billed Dowitcher Limnodromus scolopaceus *

Black-tailed Godwit Limosa limosa *

Ruff Philomachus pugnax ***

RedshankTringa totanus *

Common Sandpiper Actitis hypoleucos **

Common Greenshank Tringa nebularia *
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Figure 33. Locations where ringed shorebirds were shot in Khabarovsk Krai: A – Dunlin; B: 1 – Red-
necked Stints, 2 – Ruff; С – Terek Sandpiper; D: 1- Common Sandpiper, 2 – Redshank, 3 
– Common Greenshank; Е: 1 – Long-billed Dowitcher, 2 – Far Eastern Curlew; F: 1- Black-
tailed Godwit, 2 – Bar-tailed Godwit; G – Great Knot ; Н – Red Knot . 

 

Most of the ringed shorebirds (primarily Great Knot , Red Knot ) were shot in the Schastya Bay 
area north of the Amur River mouth in the Nikolaevsky district of Khabarovsk Krai (Figure 34) and also 
in the bays of the Sea of Okhotsk located in the Tuguro-Chumikansky District: Udskaya Bay, Tugursky 
Bay, Ulbansky Bay (Figure 35). 

 

Figure 34. Locations where ringed Great Knots (Calidris tenuirostris) were shot in Nikolaevsky District 
of Khabarovsk Krai 
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Figure 35. Locations where ringed Great Knots (Calidris tenuirostris) were shot in Tuguro-Chumikansky 
District, Khabarovsk Krai 

One Black-tailed Godwit and two Bar-tailed ones ringed in Western Australia were shot in 
Schastya Bay, Okhotsk Sea (Nikolaevsky District) and in the Okhotsky District, at the mouth of the 
Kukhtui River (Pronkevich, 2013) and around Novaya Inya. A single ringed Redshank (which was ringed 
in the Philippines, 5 November 1967) was shot in Vyazemsky District in the south of Khabarovsk Krai 
on 28 April 1968 shortly after ringing. The Common Sandpiper, ringed in Malaysia on 11 November 
1967, was also shot in the spring following the ringing, on 3 May 1968, in the Amursky district of 
Khabarovsk Krai. Two Terek Sandpipers managed to survive a longer period after ringing. One was 
ringed in north-eastern Australia (Beaches Crab CK RD Roebuck Bay, Broome) on 31 March 1990, and 
caught on 15 July 1995 at the mouth of the Uda River (Tuguro-Chumikansky District). A second Terek 
Sandpiper was ringed in China (Shanghai) on 30 April 2011 and shot on 15 April 2015 in about the same 
place as the first, in Tugur Bay.  

One of the most interesting recovery from ringed shorebirds in Khabarovsk Krai is a female Ruffa 
found on 18 May 1958 near the town of Okhotsk (the species is listed in the Red Data Book of 
Khabarovsk Krai). This bird was ringed in Denmark on September 19, 1951, in its first calendar year of 
life (i.e., seven years earlier). The bird was found dying, it was possible that it was injured while hunting. 

Analysis of the dates when ringed birds were taken, indicates a high level of poaching. Two thirds 
of them (74.4%) were taken from early May to 20 August (Figure 36).  Shorebird hunting is still 
prohibited during this time. The season when shorebird hunting is allowed in Khabarovsk Krai runs 
from the fourth Saturday in August to the end of November. During this period only 15.6% of the ringed 
shorebirds were shot. The date on which the bird was shot of another 10% of shorebirds is inaccurate 
and questionable. 
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Figure 36. Distribution of time of ringed shorebirds shooting (n=76) by months in Khabarovsk 
Krai, %. Months in which shorebird hunting is prohibited are highlighted in red.  
? – The date of taking is unknown or questionable 

 

AMUR OBLAST 

The database of the Ringing Centre of Russia contains information on only one recovery of a 
ringed shorebird on the territory of the Amur Oblast. The Wood Sandpiper was ringed on 3 March 1965 
in India (Calcutta) and shot on 24 May 1966 in the Tynda district of the Amur Oblast.  

This fact confirms that not only large but also small shorebirds are hunted here. It should be 
noted again that only one species of shorebird is allowed for hunting in spring, the Eurasian Woodcock. 
All hunters are well aware of this, so hunting other species of shorebirds in spring and summer is 
intentional poaching. 
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3.4. GENERAL INFORMATION ON SHOREBIRD HUNTING IN KHABAROVSK KRAI AND 

AMUR OBLAST 
As in other regions of Russia, waterfowl and shorebird hunting in Khabarovsk Krai and Amur 

Oblast is regulated on the basis of the Federal Law "On Hunting and Conservation of Hunting 
Resources." NO. 164-FZ. To have the right to hunt, the hunter must have 3 documents: a) the hunting 
ticket, b) permission for hunting weapons and c) permission to hunt for a particular species or group 
of animals (ducks, geese, shorebirds, etc.).  

In addition to the so-called public hunting areas, where hunting permits are issued by the state 
service, there are a large number of private hunting grounds in Khabarovsk Krai and Amur Oblast. Their 
owners (there are most often different hunting societies) sell their hunting permits on them and set 
their costs themselves. Unlike in Sakhalin Oblast, where the system of local hunting societies that 
existed during the Soviet times has almost collapsed, in Khabarovsk Krai this structure has been 
generally preserved and is functioning. In most districts hunting societies have their own hunting 
grounds, keep records of hunters and sell them permits for hunting. In some districts societies even 
control the level of minimum theoretical training of hunters. The best organised hunting society in 
Khabarovsk Krai is the "Military Hunting Society (VOHO)". 

Hunting season dates 

Spring hunting of all shorebirds except Eurasian Woodcock is closed , but in fact, hunters may 
shoot shorebirds during the spring waterfowl hunt. Until 2021, the duration of spring hunting was 10 
days, but in the new version of the Federal Low, approved on 11.06.2021, the spring hunting period 
has been extended to 1 month. At the same time, different hunting season dates may be fixed for 
different municipal areas (districts) within the same region (oblast, krai). Thus, hunters may travel to 
different districts of their region extending the hunting season for themselves. For example, the 
districts of Amur Oblast are divided into three groups according to the term of spring hunting season, 
and the districts of Khabarovsk Krai, which is much larger than Amur Oblast, are divided into five groups 
with different terms of hunting seasons. 

In the Amur Oblast, spring waterfowl hunting (for geese? and ducks) is open in the southern 
districts from 17 to 24 April, in its central part from 24 April to 1 May, and in the northern districts 
from 1 to 10 May. Besides, from April 24 to May 24, the hunting for he-ducks with live decoy duck is 
open in the entire area.  

On the territory of the Khabarovsk Krai in spring 2021, waterfowl hunting has been officially 
opened from April 15 to May 22 consecutively for five geographical areas (Table 7). Also, the hunting 
of he-ducks with live decoy ducks was allowed throughout the region from April 14 to May 15.   

The dates of the autumn hunting season for waterfowl and shorebird in the Amur Oblast and 
Khabarovsk Krai coincide. It is open from the 21st of August until the end of the calendar year. To 
participate in hunting it is necessary to buy a permit to hunt for specific groups of species, including 
ducks, geese, and shorebirds. (Figure 37). To do so, hunters apply to those organizations (hunting 
societies) that organize hunting in their territories. In hard-to-reach northern areas of Khabarovsk Krai 
(Okhotsky, Ayano-Maisky, Tuguro-Chumikansky Districts), special state hunting controllers are sent 
annually to deliver permits for hunting birds and other animals before the hunting season starts. 
Complicated transport logistics do not always allow hunters to purchase permits in time, so hunting 
without permits, either forced or deliberate, is practiced in a number of remote settlements. 
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Table 7. Spring hunting season dates for waterfowl and shorebirds in municipal districts of 
Khabarovsk Krai, 2021 

 Groups of districts Name of municipal districts Dates of spring 
hunting 

1  Southern  Bikinsky, Vyazemsky, Lazo  from April 15 to 
24 

2  Khabarovsk  Khabarovsk  from April 23 to 
May 2 

3  Komsomolsky  Amursky, Komsomolsky, 
Nanaysky, Solnechny  

from April 29 to 
May 8 

4  Central  Vaninsky, Verkhnebureinsky, 
Nikolaevsky, Polina Osipenko, 
Sovetsko-Gavansky, Ulchsky  

from 5 to 14 May 

5  Northern  Ayano-Maysky, Okhotsksky, 
Tuguro-Chumikansky  

from May 13 to 22 

 

 

 

Figure 37. Bird harvesting permit form in force in Khabarovsk Krai 
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According to the Ministry of Natural Resources of Khabarovsk Krai, 56,600 valid hunting tickets 
have been issued in the region last year. However, not all persons who have a hunting ticket and a 
hunting weapon permit hunt birds. In Khabarovsk Krai and Amur Oblast hunting of ungulates and fur-
bearing animals is more developed than hunting of birds. According to official data, 5,063 hunters 
were issued permits for waterfowl hunting in the spring of 2020 in Khabarovsk Krai. Another 6,873 
such permits were issued in the autumn. In the Amur Oblast, 8655 permits were issued in autumn 
2020 for shorebirds, and 9282 permits for mollard duck, the main waterfowl species. These figures 
were used as a baseline for extrapolation of our survey data on the harvesting of different species 
and groups of shorebirds in the regions. 
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3.5. Estimation of Annual Shorebird Shooting Volume in Khabarovsk Krai and Amur 

Oblast 
 

Annual shorebird shooting was estimated based on the results of questionnaires and hunter 
surveys, and also, taking into account, the territorial distribution of hunters across Khabarovsk Krai and 
Amur Oblast.  Due to the great diversity of natural and climatic conditions and large differences in 
human population density, the hunting pressure on different species and ecological groups of 
shorebirds varies greatly. Most of the small and medium-sized shorebirds, which form numerous 
aggregations during seasonal migration, are hunted in the areas adjacent to the Sea of Okhotsk. 
Shorebird hunting may be very successful here. However, there are few hunters here due to low 
numbers of resident people and limited access for visitors.  

Shorebird species that migrate in small groups in inland areas – Wood Sandpiper, Common 
Greenshank, Redshank and others, as well as Far Eastern Curlew – are everywhere in very small 
numbers, but the area where they are harvested is very large. 

 

Table 8: Expert assessment of annual shorebird shooting in different parts of Khabarovsk 
Krai 

Species/group of 
species 

Group of districts 

Maritime 
districts 

Centre of 
Khabarovsk Krai 

Amur  River 
basin 

Southern 
districts Total 

Total 

Okhotsky, 
Ayano-Maisky 

Tuguro- 
Chumikansky 

Vaninsky 
Sovetsko-

gavaninsky 

Polina Osipenko, 
Verkhnebureinsky, 

Solnechny, 
Khabarovsk 

Nikolaevsky, 
Ulchsky, 

Komsomolsky, 
Amursky, 
Nanaysky, 

urban district 
Khabarovsk 

Lazo 
Vyazemsky, 

Bikinsky 
 

 

Far Eastern Curlew 80 140 280 80 580 

Whimbrel 1000 220 300 40 1560 

Other large-sized 
shorebirds 

900 210 270 100 1480 

Medium-sized 
shorebirds 

16800 1800 3900 870 23370 

Small-sized 
shorebirds 

10800 280 1700 80 12860 

Total birds 
(shorebirds)  

29580 2650 6450 1170 39850 

 

Table 9. Expert assessment of annual shorebird shooting in of Amur Oblast 

Species/ group of species Number of birds harvested 
per year 

Far Eastern Curlew 200 

Whimbrel 100 

Other large-sized shorebirds 2360 

Medium-sized shorebirds 2760 

Small-sized shorebirds 150 

Total birds (shorebirds) 5570 
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3.5.1. FAR EASTERN CURLEW 

This rare and protected species, which breeds in many areas of Khabarovsk Krai and Amur 
Oblast, is hunted predominantly in the spring and summer. Of course, all shooting of Far Eastern 
Curlews is illegal. This species is listed in the regional and federal Red Data Books. However, not all 
hunters are aware of this. The large size and relative accessibility of these birds make them victims of 
both accidental and deliberate hunting. Birds are shot most often during spring waterfowl hunting. 
Ducks are usually shot from a shelter and if a large shorebird is within reach of a hunter, he will often 
shoot it too. In individual interviews, some hunters reported to us that they harvest Far Eastern 
Curlews every year in spring on an opportunity. Some respondents even shot several Curlews in one 
season, noting, however, that this was a good luck. In particular, this has been reported in the 
Solnechny District of Khabarovsk Krai at Lake Evoron. In Ulch district birds are shot in spring near rain 
and snow puddles on country roads. In Verkhnebureinsky District of Khabarovsk Krai they have been 
shot from a shelter while hunting with a decoy duck for he-ducks. Whimbrels fly close to a shelter and 
are shot in their breeding habitat. There are a number of references to shooting Far Eastern Curlews 
for ornithological collections in the scientific literature. According to Babenko (2000), Far Eastern 
Curlews shot on 15 May 1959 near the settlement of Naikhin (Nanai district, Khabarovsk Krai) and on 
25 May 1959 on the Kharpi River (Amur district, Khabarovsk Krai) were kept in the collections of Kiev 
State University. In the vicinity of Okhotsk, Far Eastern Curlew was hunted on 21 June 1915 
(Kharitonov, 1915). Sherbakov (1976) reported shooting of Far Eastern Curlews in Middle Priamur'ye 
(May 7-15, 1966-1968), in the Bikin river basin (May 5, 1939), on Lake Evoron (2 males and 1 female 
on June 18, 1993), and females of this species on Lake Chukchagirskoe (May 25, 1980). At present, this 
practice is not widespread due to the difficulty in obtaining permission to harvest birds included in the 
Russian Red Data Book. Permission must be obtained in Moscow. The activity of replenishing zoological 
collections has decreased considerably in recent decades. However, from informal interviews with 
hunters, we have learned that local taxidermists sometimes make stuffed birds of this species for 
commercial sale. 

 

Figure 38. Number of Far Eastern Curlews shot annually within Khabarovsk Krai (expert estimate). The 
total number of birds shot within the outline shaded by each colour is indicated 
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In our estimate of the volume of Far Eastern Curlew shot each year, we assume a maximum 
possible number of birds shot. And we would be happy if it turned out to be an overestimate. However, 
our surveys indicate that the figures obtained are reasonable and may be realistic. The bulk of these 
birds are harvested in the central part of Khabarovsk Krai and the Amur River floodplain (Tables 8, 9). 
A graphical distribution of the total number of Far Eastern Curlews harvested is presented in Figure 38.  

In the Amur Oblast, information on shooting of these birds was also obtained from areas where 
they nest – in the Bureinsko-Khinganskaya Depression, on the Zeya-Bureinskaya Plain. According to 
the results of the anonymous questionnaire, 5.9% of hunters harvested Far Eastern Curlews in the last 
3 years. The species accounted for 3.4% of the total shorebird shot. Based on this data and information 
on the number of permits issued for waterfowl and shorebirds in the Amur Oblast, we made an 
assumption that up to 200 Far Eastern Curlews may be shot annually. A significant part of them is 
harvested in the south of the region, i.e. in Oktyabrsky District and its neighboring districts (Fig. 12). 
Since only an anonymous survey was carried out in the Amur Oblast, a more detailed study including 
interviews with hunters and observation of the hunting process could change the assessment of the 
volume of shooting, presumably upwards. 

 

 

Figure 39. Main areas of Far Eastern Curlews shoting are indicated by shading.  

1 – Yakutia Republic; 2 – Chukotka Autonomous Okrug; 3 – Magadan Oblast; 4 – Kamchatka Krai; 5 - 
Khabarovsk Krai; 6 – Buriatia Republic; 7 – Zabaikalsky Krai; 8 - Amur Oblast 
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3.5.2. LARGE-SIZED SHOREBIRDS 

Whimbrel 

Whimbrels in Khabarovsk Krai are predominantly shot during the autumn migration, mainly in 
the northern and northeastern districts (Table 8.). There are most intensively hunted near the coast of 
the Sea of Okhotsk (Figure 40). More than 40% of Whimbrels are harvested in the Okhotsky Distrcit. In 
addition, they are regularly hunted in Tuguro-Chumikansky, Nikolaevsky (Schastya Bay, Amur estuary), 
Ulchsky Districts (De-Kastri town). Our surveys also include data on their shooting in the centre and in 
the south of the region. Whimbrels are encountered and shot here much less frequently than on the 
sea coast, but the south of the region is the area where most hunters live.  

In general, the total number of Whimbrels shot in Khabarovsk Krai is considerably lower than 
on Kamchatka and Sakhalin. This is primarily due to the predominantly mountainous terrain of the 
coastal areas of the mainland coast of the Sea of Okhotsk. Birds during migration are distributed over 
a vast area of the region with few hunters. 

 

 

Figure 40. Number of Whimbrels harvested annually in Khabarovsk Krai (expert estimate). The total 
number of birds shot within the outline shaded by each colour is indicated 

In the Amur Oblast, Whimbrels also occur on migration and are harvested by hunters (Fig. 41). 
The volume of shooting is low and ranges between one and several hundred birds per year. There is 
insufficient data in our study materials for a more accurate assessment. 
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Figure 41. Whimbrel shot in the Zavitinsky District of the Amur Oblast. Photo by A. Antonov 

Other large-sized shorebirds 

Shorebirds of other large-size species are shot in small numbers in the region. The Black and 
Bar-tailed Godwit, Common Greenshank, and Eurasian Woodcock are among the species that have 
been reported to us by hunters in the south of Khabarovsk Krai. Thanks to the materials of the Russian 
Ringing Centre, we know of a Long-billed Dowitcher shot here, but it is most likely an isolated case. 
The most common trophies are Godwits (mainly in coastal areas) and Common Greenshank with 
Redshank and Grey-tailed Tattler (mainly in the Amur River floodplain). The estimate of the total 
number of large-sized shorebirds (excluding Far Eastern Curlew and Whimbrel) given in Table 8, 9 
represents an extrapolation from the survey data and is approximate. It can rather be viewed as an 
overall proportion of shorebirds of this size group shot in comparison to other shorebirds. 
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Figure 42. Number of large-sized shorebirds (excluding Far Eastern and Whimbrel) shot annually 
within Khabarovsk Krai (expert estimate) 

The total number of birds shot within the outline shaded by each colour is indicated 

 

Of particular concern is the possibility of the accidental shooting of one of the rarest shorebirds 
on the planet, a species endemic to Russia, Nordmann's Greenshank (Tringa guttifer). During surveys 
we did not receive any direct confirmation of such cases. Given the rarity of this species, it is very 
difficult to obtain information on its shooting. In the area of active research on the biology of 
Nordmann's Greenshank carried out in recent years (Pronkevich et al., 2021), no increased disturbance 
by hunters has been noted during the breeding season (V. Pronkevich, personal communication). 
However, we cannot rule out that Nordmann's Greenshanks may have been accidentally shot while 
shooting Common Greenshank or Redshanks on the coast of the Sea of Okhotsk in Khabarovsk Krai. 
Hunters do not distinguish between these species in the wild. Ongoing outreach and education to local 
communities in the Nordmann's Greenshank habitat area is therefore required. 
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3.5.3. MEDIUM-SIZED SHOREBIRDS 

In this size group, Great Knot , Red Knot , Common Snipe, Terek Sandpiper, Ruff, Redshank 
have been reported as the most often harvested species. The first two species are shot most often by 
hunters shooting at dense flocks resting on the shores of the Sea of Okhotsk at high tide. Hunters use 
birds shot in this manner as bait to trap sable in winter and also consume shorebirds for food. Among 
the hunters interviewed in the Tuguro-Chumikansky District, 47% responded negatively to the 
question about shooting shorebirds. The remaining 53% had shot them regularly in the past three 
years. Of these, 41% shot 20-50 birds per season, and the majority, 59%, took between 50 and 100 
shorebirds. Individuals reported a much higher number of shorebirds shot per season (500 or more). 
More than half of all shorebirds shot in the area (52%) belonged to the medium-sized group.   

Some hunters reported individual "lucky" hunts, in which they shot much more shorebirds. In 
the Nikolayevsky District of the Khabarovsk Krai we recorded a detailed description of one such 
incidental hunt in the Schastya Bay. On Baidukov Island two hunters, who were returning home in a 
boat with a motor, managed to quickly approach a large mixed flock of shorebirds resting on the shore. 
They managed to make only four shots, after which the birds flew away, and the men docked on shore 
and collected them in baskets. While processing the shot they started counting the birds, but after 360 
birds they stopped counting. At the same time, about half of the birds were still in the basket. Thus, in 
only one of these cases about 700 birds were killed in a few seconds. We managed to obtain a 
photograph (Fig. 44) which shows part of the shootings of this hunt. It shows the processed carcasses 
of over 53 Great Knots. We remind that Great Knot is included in the latest edition of the Red Book of 
Russia. 

Without exception, all interviewed respondents harvesting shorebirds usually shoot at flocks 
of birds, which certainly results in a high number of incidental and wasted victims. On several occasions 
we were able to find evidence of the use of shot shorebirds as bait in sable trapping. Most hunters 
who reported this practice indicated that they had done so in the past. Now they prefer other baits – 
grouse, muskrat, fish. But in places of mass stopovers of shorebirds, where with a few shots one can 
shoot dozens or even hundreds of birds at once, shorebirds are still used as bait nowadays. Birds are 
shot as late as possible in autumn, and frozen in their plumage until the winter sable trapping season 
arrives. 
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Figure 43. Number of medium-sized shorebirds harvested annually in Khabarovsk Krai (expert 
estimate). The total number of birds shot within the outline shaded by each colour is 
indicated 

 

Figure 44. Great Knots carcasses (at least 53 birds) from more than 700 shorebirds shot in Schastya 
Bay during one short hunt 
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3.5.4. SMALL-SIZED SHOREBIRDS 

Small-sized shorebirds are also shot. In Khabarovsk Krai, as in other regions near the Sea of 
Okhotsk that we surveyed, shorebirds are most frequently shot in flocks (Figure 46). In the Tuguro-
Chumikansky District, more than one third of the hunters surveyed (37.2%) regularly shot small-sized 
shorebirds. In the total estimated volume of shorebirds shot in Khabarovsk Krai, small-sized shorebirds 
constitute a significant proportion (Table 8). Dunlin, Red-necked Stints and Mongolian Sedge constitute 
the bulk of the birds shot in this size group. As a rule, resting Spoon-billed Sandpipers feed in mixed 
flocks with these species. During surveys, hunters also called Broad-billed Sandpiper and Sanderling. 
Unfortunately, most of the known to us mass aggregations of shorebirds in the Okhotsky, Tuguro-
Chumikansky and Nikolaevsky districts of Khabarovsk Krai are quite actively visited by humans, 
including hunters. Foraging grounds of migrating shorebirds are especially attractive in the valley 
bottoms of large rivers where currents carry a lot of silt and sand to the sea. Usually it is in these areas 
that the few settlements (Okhotsk, Inya, Vostretsovo, Chumikan, Tugur, etc.) are located. 

We have also received reports of Wood Sandpiper and Common Sandpiper being shot. These 
species are more often harvested in inland areas of Khabarovsk Krai away from the coast, as well as in 
Amur Oblast. As they do not form numerous flocks, the hunting pressure on these species is much 
lower. 

Spoon-billed Sandpiper 

This rare species of shorebird, for which numerous active efforts are being made around the 
world to save it, is at great risk of being accidentally shot during its migrations on the shores of the Sea 
of Okhotsk. As recently as the second half of the 20th century, it was regularly encountered in 
Khabarovsk Krai. Thus, in the 1960-70s, it was not very rare near the Okhotsk town (Pronkevich and 
Morokov 2012). Every year several Spoon-billed Sandpipers were shot here along with other 
shorebirds. The Museum of Regional Studies of Okhotsk keeps two beaks of Spoon-billed Sandpipers 
shot here. The last known sighting of a small flock of several Spoon-billed Sandpipers in the Okhotsk 
area was made in the third decade of May 2005. The Khabarovsk Krai remains poorly investigated in 
terms of shorebirds but is undoubtedly important for migrations of this species. Known shooting 
locations of Spoon-billed Sandpipers in the region around the Sea of Okhotsk are noted in Figure 45. 
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Figure 45. Known Spoon-billed Sandpipers shooting locations around the Sea of Okhotsk 

 

Figure 46. Number of small-sized shorebirds harvested annually in Khabarovsk Krai (expert estimate). 
The total number of birds shot within the outline shaded by each colour is indicated 
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3.6. MAIN THREATS TO SHOREBIRDS IN KHABAROVSK KRAI AND AMUR OBLAST 
3.6.1. ILLEGAL SHOREBIRD HUNTING 

Traditionally, illegal hunting is the hunting of animals without official permits, in protected 
areas, or outside specified hunting seasons. In Khabarovsk Krai, illegal hunting of shorebirds mainly 
consists of harvesting species that are prohibited or not permitted for harvesting. According to the 
survey, the species most hunted here are the Great and Red Knots, Dunlin, Red-necked Stint and 
Mongolian Plover. The Great Knot, which forms dense flocks in coastal areas of the Sea of Okhotsk in 
relatively high abundance during short migration periods, is the preferred and most frequent trophy. 
The Great Knot (Calidris tenuirostris) and two Red Knot (Calidris canutus) subspecies Calidris canutus 
piersmai and C.c. rogersi are listed in the latest edition of the Russian Red Data Book (2021). These 
species are being severely impacted by extensive anthropogenic transformation of key coastal habitats 
in South-East Asia. Therefore, their mass harvesting in stopover areas of the coast of the Sea of Okhotsk 
is undoubtedly a significant contributor to the overall depressed abundance of these populations. 

Violation of the permitted hunting season dates is also common, especially during the summer 
months. Most hunters, when in the wild, always carry a gun as a defence against bear attacks. They 
may also use these weapons for hunting birds. It is difficult to estimate the number of such cases, as 
we have no reliable information about it. The biggest concern is the hunting of Far Eastern Curlew in 
breeding grounds in June-July, as well as shooting of flocks of Great Knots and other shorebird species 
migrating with them in July-August. 

According to our findings, the main type of illegal hunting of shorebirds in the Amur region 
seems to be associated with the shooting of Far Eastern Curlews. Not all hunters are aware of the 
conservation status of this species, as this information is practically not disseminated among them. An 
effective and probably the only way to inform hunters about the importance of protecting Far Eastern 
Curlew and many other species of shorebirds is the work of conservation NGO. Financial and personnel 
resources of state organisations in the sphere of nature protection and hunting regulation remain 
extremely limited. Their staff has neither the time nor the desire to deal with these important issues. 
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3.6.2. ECONOMIC ACTIVITY IN THE STUDY AREA AND HABITAT TRANSFORMATION 

 

Economic activities in Khabarovsk Krai, like those in other Far East regions, have developed in 
several stages. The last active period of large-scale transformation of natural landscapes was at the 
end of the 20th century. After the collapse of the USSR, economic development of the region slowed 
down for several decades, but now it is gradually gaining pace again. The most significant natural 
transformations in the study area for shorebirds have been construction activities associated with 
the transformation of river valleys, including the creation of the large Bureyskoye reservoir. 

Overall human pressures on the most important for shorebirds coastal areas of the Okhotsk 
Sea in the Okhotsky and Tuguro-Chumikansky Districts of Khabarovsk Krai remain relatively stable. 
Population numbers have not changed considerably in recent years. Another important site for 
shorebirds on the Sea of Okhotsk is Schastya Bay, located north of the mouth of the Amur River. This 
area used to be the location of a whale (beluga whale) catching station. After its closure, shorebirds 
inhabiting this area became less affected by human activities. Shorebirds were regularly hunted and 
harvested in significant numbers by the regular fishermen who lived in the area. Currently, work is 
underway to establish a protected area in the Schastia Bay, as this territory is important for the 
reproduction of the Nordmann's Greenshank. The establishment of a protected area here would be a 
major step in protecting key shorebird habitats in the Russian Far East. 

In the last decade, there has been a noticeable increase in human activity on the coast of the 
Sea of Okhotsk near the Shantar Archipelago – in Nikolay and Konstantin Bays and Ulbansky Bay. 
Here tourism infrastructure is being actively developed (http://fetravels.ru/tours/shantari), 
polymetal deposits are being exploited (https://www.polymetalinternational.com/ru/assets/growth-
projects/kutyn/). At the same time, the population is growing, and as a consequence, hunting and 
poaching are developing. A comprehensive environmental expedition that worked here in 2016 
prepared materials for the creation of a protected area in Akademiya Bay of the Sea of Okhotsk, but 
over the years it has never been established.  
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE PROTECTION OF SHOREBIRDS 
 
1. Shorebirds are most affected by hunting in the coastal areas of the Sea of Okhotsk 
close to human settlements. Most shorebirds are hunted here by a relatively small number 
of local hunters. Shorebirds are used as inexpensive bait for sable traps as well as being 
consumed as food for dietary variety. Therefore, the most promising strategy for 
protecting shorebirds would be to conduct regular awareness-raising activities among 
local people in the Okhotsky, Ayano-Maysky, Tuguro-Chumikansky and Nikolaevsky 
Districts of Khabarovsk Krai. The best solution would be to develop a special integrated 
project combining research, education and conservation components. 
2. Creation of new protected areas in the most important places of mass migration for 
shorebirds – Ulbansky Bay and Schastya Bay – is of great importance for the protection of 
shorebirds. Creation of a united protected area including Schastya Bay and Baikal Bay in 
the north of Sakhalin is very promising. The areas adjacent to the Amur estuary are used 
by shorebirds as one key stopover site. An in-depth study of this territory will make it 
possible to assess its contribution to the maintenance of the migration strategy of many 
shorebird species along the EAAF. 
3. Considering the rather high level of shooting of Far Eastern Curlew in Khabarovsk Krai 
and Amur Oblast, a special information campaign on the need to protect this species 
should be developed. This work should be conducted jointly with the regional agencies 
that organise and control hunting. Unfortunately, a lot of their employees are not aware 
either about the size of penalties for hunting rare and protected species, nor about the list 
of species forbidden for shooting shorebirds. We found that the majority of hunters in 
relation to the Far Eastern Curlew fall into two groups. The first are unaware of its 
conservation status and harvest the birds accidentally or incidentally. The second group 
regularly and deliberately shot them, often ignoring the conservation ban and without fear 
of liability.  
4. It is highly desirable to continue the work on publishing and dissemination of special 
informational posters demonstrating the species diversity of shorebirds along the EAAF. 
This information, not otherwise available to hunters, greatly increases their awareness of 
the fact that most shorebird species are not allowed to be hunted and mane of them are 
included in Red data book. Shooting them not only causes painful harm to nature, but also 
entails serious financial liability. This is important for the protection of shorebirds. 
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
 
1. Continued research into the effects of hunting on shorebirds in remote northern 

Khabarovsk Krai will provide the missing material for understanding the importance of this 
sector of the Okhotsk coast for shorebirds and their protection. This is one of the least 
ornithologically surveyed parts of the mainland coast, where important shorebird 
concentrations during autumn migration are situated and hunting pressure is expected to be 
high. Okhotsk and its environs and the settlements of Chumikan and Tugur in Udskaya Bay 
should be regarded as key study areas. 

2. It is also important to gradually extend the started and successful project on 
shorebird hunting pressure study to other regions of the Russian Far East, namely the Magadan 
Oblast and Primorski Krai. Continental and coastal areas of the Magadan Oblast are extremely 
important as breeding areas for a number of key species of shorebirds for our study – Far 
Eastern Curlew, Whimbrel, Great Knot. They also play an important role in the migrations of 
some of the most hunted shorebird species – Dunlin, Red-necked Stint, Turnstone and others. 

3. Coverage of the vast continental regions of the Far East – Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), 
Buryatia Republic, and Zabaikalsky Krai, where shorebirds are also hunted, will complete the 
research picture. The specificity of these territories differs significantly from the Okhotsk Sea 
region not only in the list of shorebird species and in the quantitative proportion of their 
number, but as well in hunting traditions and the intensity of shooting of different species and 
groups of shorebirds. 
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6. OUTREACH AND EDUCATION ACTIVITIES FOR THE CONSERVATION 

OF RARE SHOREBIRD SPECIES AMONG HUNTERS AND STAFF OF 

REGIONAL HUNTING AGENCIES 

As we previously established in 2019 and 2020 when surveying Kamchatka and Sakhalin, the 
ability of hunters to recognise the species of the birds they harvested is at a very low level. This year 
we confirmed that the situation is not better in Khabarovskiy Krai and Amur oblast'. There is indeed a 
strong deficit of accessible literature and information sources allowing hunters to improve their 
educational level on ecology in Russia. What is more important is that this is not stimulated or 
requested by any state regulatory mechanisms. Individual examples of education and testing the 
knowledge of hunters were encountered in several hunting organisations of Khabarovskiy Krai but they 
could be considered an exception from common practice.  

Last year, summing up the survey of Sakhalin oblast', we reached a conclusion that it is 
necessary to design and distribute a poster in full colour with images and information on shorebird 
species highlighting the information on the protected species. We designed such a poster by the start 
of the fieldwork and received a print run of 500 copies. The print run is not big but unfortunately, we 
did not have an opportunity to distribute more copies during field work. Using the posters during 
interviews provided us with huge practical support and inspired hunters to give a more detailed 
interview and take it more seriously. The management of regional hunting agencies positively 
welcomed our offer to collaborate in the effort to distribute such posters and other display materials. 
These offers could be successfully used in the future. Many hunters made a surprising discovery when 
they learned that hunting many shorebird species is forbidden and were duly impressed with the 
amount of fines for harvesting them indicated on our poster.  

Besides the information poster, we also printed small-sized pocket cards illustrating rare 
shorebird species and a QR-code with a link to an online questionnaire published on the Internet. This 
allowed us to receive additional information. 
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ANNEX 1. Interview guides and anonymous questionnaires, posters 

and handout material 
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Interview guides and anonymous questionnaires, posters and handout material 

 

1. A short anonymous questionnaire containing questions on the number of harvested 

birds.  

2. A longer version of anonymous questionnaires for hunters who could share their 

knowledge of the ecology of shorebird species, their observation in nature and the 

information on the role of shorebird hunting for local residents. 

3. A list of questions on shorebird hunting in a settlement (village), including questions 

about approximate number of local and visiting hunters in the settlement, hunting 

methods they use, how hunting monitoring is organized, whether hunters follow 

hunting rules, etc. 

4. Poster with shorebirds of Far East of Russia. 

5. Handout material: Cards with protected shorebird species and QR code with a link to 

the website with the online anonymous questionnaire.  
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1. A short anonymous questionnaire containing questions on the number of 

harvested birds 

А Н О Н И М Н А Я      А Н К Е Т А 

Российское общество сохранения и изучения птиц (РОСИП) проводит изучение 

влияния охоты на популяции куликов и водоплавающих птиц Тихоокеанского 

пролетного пути. Вы окажете большую помощь нашему исследованию, если 

ответите на вопросы этой анкеты. 

Кулики 

1.Добывали ли Вы куликов за последние 5 лет?     ДА____,  НЕТ_____, 

(отметьте нужный ответ √) 

2.Сколько куликов Вы добыли в последние годы?  В том числе: 

Вид/группа видов 2019 2020 2021 

большой кроншнеп (дальневосточный)    

средний кроншнеп    

Веретенники    

Улиты, травники, мородунки    

Бекасы, вальдшнепы    

Крупный неизвестного вида     

Средний кулик неизвестного вида    

Мелкий кулик неизвестного вида    

ПРИМЕЧАНИЕ: можно указать примерную цифру: 1-5, 5-10, 10-20 и т.д. 

3.Если знаете, напишите названия видов куликов, которых Вы добыли (можно указать 

местные названия)  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

5.Насколько часто добывают куликов в вашей местности другие охотники (отметьте √): 

ЧАСТО РЕГУЛЯРНО РЕДКО СЛУЧАЙНО ПРИ ОХОТЕ НА 

ДРУГИХ ПТИЦ 

НИКОГДА 

6.Кто их добывает (подчеркните):                                                                                    7. Как 

чаще добывают куликов: 

МЕСТНЫЕ ПРИЕЗЖИЕ И МЕСТНЫЕ, И ПРИЕЗЖИЕ  ИЗ СТАЙ ОДИНОЧЕК 

8.Укажите, в какие месяцы добывают куликов в вашей местности: 

Отметьте нужные 

месяцы √ 

МАЙ ИЮНЬ ИЮЛЬ АВГУСТ СЕНТЯБРЬ ОКТЯБРЬ 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Продолжение анкеты    Утки и гуси 

Укажите, пожалуйста, сколько водоплавающих птиц Вы добыли за последний год  

Осенью 2020 года Весной 2021 года  

Уток ____ штук Гусей ____штук Уток ____ штук Гусей ____штук 

Перечислите, пожалуйста, количество уток и гусей каждого вида, которых вы добыли: 

Осенью 2020 года Весной 2021 года  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Сообщите, пожалуйста, о себе (нужное подчерните): Где  Вы живете:  город, 

 сельская местность 

Ваш возраст: до 21; 21-40; 41-60; более 60 лет.  Ваш охотничий стаж: до 5 лет; 5-10; 

11-20; более 20 лет. 

Районы, где Вы охотились на птиц за последние 5 лет: 

________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

_______ 

Подписывать анкету не нужно. Сообщенная Вами информация будет использована 

только в научных целях. 

Большое спасибо за помощь в нашем исследовании!!!   
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2. A longer version of anonymous questionnaires for hunters who could share their 

knowledge of the ecology of shorebird species, their observation in nature and the 

information on the role of shorebird hunting for local residents 

 

ПЕРСОНАЛЬНАЯ АНКЕТА  ПО ОХОТЕ НА КУЛИКОВ 

1.Сведения об охотнике 

1.1. Возраст___________ 

1.2. Место 

проживания___________________________________________________________

_______ 

1.3. Сколько лет живете а Хабаровском крае (Амурской области) ?  

1.4. Сколько лет живете в этом административном районе?  

1.5. Основная работа (связана ли она в постоянными выездами на 

природу?)____________________ 

1.6. Охотничий стаж_______________  В каком возрасте начали 

охотится?_______________________ 

1.7. Состоите ли членом общества охотников 

(какого)?_______________________________________ 

2.Сведения об охоте на куликов: 

2.1. Какие виды куликов пролетают в вашей местности, как много и в какие 

сроки?  

ВЕСНОЙ:  

кроншнепы  

веретенники  

улиты, травники  

бекасы, вальдшнепы  

мелкие кулики  

ОСЕНЬЮ:  

кроншнепы  

веретенники  

улиты, травники  
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бекасы, вальдшнепы  

мелкие кулики  

 

2.2. Удается ли на них охотиться весной? 

______________________осенью?_____________________ 

(да, нет, не каждый год, редко) 

2.3. Сколько куликов и каких видов Вы добыли ВЕСНОЙ?  

кроншнепы в 2020 г:_________________________________ в 2021 

г.____________________________  

веретенники в 2020 г:_______________________________ в 2021 

г.___________________________ 

улиты, травники в 2020 г:____________________________в 2021 

г.____________________________  

бекасы, вальдшнепы в 2020 г:_________________________ в 2021 

г.____________________________ 

мелкие кулики в 2020 г:______________________________ в 2021 

г.____________________________ 

Надо добавить:  

кулики неизвестного вам вида____- 

2.4. Сколько куликов и каких видов Вы добыли ОСЕНЬЮ?  

кроншнепы в 2020 г:_________________________________ в 2021 

г.____________________________  

веретенники в 2020 г:_______________________________ в 2021 

г.____________________________ 

улиты, травники в 2020 г:____________________________в 2021 

г.____________________________  

бекасы, вальдшнепы в 2020 г:_________________________ в 2021 

г.____________________________ 

мелкие кулики в 2020 г:______________________________ в 2021 

г.____________________________ 

кулики неизвестного вам вида в 2020 г.________________в 2021 

г._____________________________ 

2.5. Где охотились весной? 
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2.6. Где охотились осенью?  

2.7. Использовали профили, 

муляжи?______________________________________________________ 

2.8. Какие места остановок куликов на пролете Вы знаете, примерное число птиц 

на этих остановках, характер поведения (продолжительность остановок, 

интенсивность пролета)? 

ВЕСНОЙ:  

кроншнепы  

веретенники  

улиты, травники  

бекасы, вальдшнепы  

мелкие кулики  

ОСЕНЬЮ:  

кроншнепы  

веретенники  

улиты, травники  

бекасы, вальдшнепы  

мелкие кулики  

2.9. Менялись ли они за последние несколько лет?   

 

2.10. Изменялось ли число птиц в этих местах (увеличилось, уменьшилось, 

осталось прежним)?  

ВЕСНОЙ:  

кроншнепы  

веретенники  

улиты, травники  

бекасы, вальдшнепы  

мелкие кулики  

ОСЕНЬЮ:  

кроншнепы  
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веретенники  

улиты, травники  

бекасы, вальдшнепы  

мелкие кулики  

2.11. Соотношение сроков охоты и сроков миграции весной и осенью? 

Совпадают они или нет? 

ВЕСНОЙ:  

кроншнепы  

веретенники  

улиты, травники  

бекасы, вальдшнепы  

мелкие кулики  

ОСЕНЬЮ:  

кроншнепы  

веретенники  

улиты, травники  

бекасы, вальдшнепы  

мелкие кулики  

3. Общие сведения об охоте на куликов в регионе: 

3.1. Количество местных жителей, которые охотятся на куликов (можно указать 

либо примерное число,  например- «2-3 человека в поселке», либо в % - скажем, 

«менее 5%», или «в среднем каждый десятый»?  

ВЕСНОЙ: _________________________________ ОСЕНЬЮ:  

3.2. Количество приезжих (из других поселков, районов), которые охотятся на 

куликов?   

ВЕСНОЙ: _________________________________ ОСЕНЬЮ:  

3.3. Бывали ли случаи, когда, охотясь на других птиц (каких), Вы добывали 

куликов (каких)?  

ВЕСНОЙ:  

ОСЕНЬЮ:  

3.4. Как использовали добытых куликов?  
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3.5. Насколько важна для Вас лично охота на куликов? Какая охота для вас более 

важная:  

на уток _____________________ на гусей __________________ на куликов  

другие виды охоты (какие)  

3.6. Какая охота важнее для большинства охотников вашего района ? 

на уток _____________________ на гусей __________________ на куликов  

другие виды охоты (какие)  

 3.7. Считаете ли Вы мясо куликов деликатесом (более вкусным, чем мясо уток и 

гусей)? Далее свободная беседа на гастрономическую тему – у какой птицы 

насколько вкусное мясо, как ее готовить. В ходе беседы могут всплыть случаи 

использования в пищу мелких и средних куликов.  

 

При наличии времени: свободная беседа об охоте на куликов в прошлом (в 

детстве, юности, что рассказывали родители, дедушка и др.) – добывали ли 

тогда куликов, какими способами, сколько, как готовили и др.   

 

4. Свободная беседа о правилах охоты на куликов и возможных мерах по их охране.  

4.1. Как Вы относитесь к существующим правилам охоты на куликов? Что в них, 

по вашему мнению, желательно изменить?  

4.2. Знают ли местные охотники добыча каких видов куликов разрешена, а каких 

запрещена?  

4.3. Можете ли Вы сами назвать виды куликов, добыча которых запрещена?  

4.4. Можете ли Вы отличить эти виды во время охоты?  

4.5. Может ли это сделать большая часть охотников вашего района?  

4.6 Может быть лучше закрыть охоту на ВСЕ виды мелких и средних куликов?  

4.7. Сильно ли это ущемит интересы местных охотников?  

4.8. Какую – по вашему мнению – добычу куликов в вашем районе можно 

считать браконьерством?  

4.9. Кто (какие группы населения местного или приезжего) занимается этим в 

вашем районе, где и когда?  

4.10.  Есть ли необходимость – по Вашему мнению – принять какие-либо 

специальные меры для охраны куликов?  

4.11. Какие меры Вы могли бы предложить?  
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3. A list of questions on shorebird hunting in a settlement (village), including 

questions about approximate number of local and visiting hunters in the 

settlement, hunting methods they use, how hunting monitoring is 

organized, whether hunters follow hunting rules, etc. 

 

АНКЕТА О СИТУАЦИИ В ПОСЕЛКЕ 

 

Примечание: если ответы не умещаются можно использовать оборот или 

прикладывать дополнительные листы 

1.Общие сведения о поселке: 

Название_______________  

местоположение 

__________________________________________________,  

транспортное положение: связь с райцентром и областным (краевым) 

центром, дороги, виды транспорта 

численность и этнический состав населения (если нет статистики – то примерно) 

основные занятия местного населения 

наличие/отсутствие приезжих, которые могут участвовать в охоте 

наличие у населения лодок, бездорожных средств транспорта, есть ли дефицит 

бензина 

примерный радиус освоения территории по берегам и вглубь от берега 

(желательно показать на карте или схеме) 

места, которые постоянно посещаются в целях охоты и/или рыбалки (где 

находятся, как туда ездят, в какие месяцы, сколько примерно людей, берут ли с 

собой ружья) 

 

2. Общие сведения об окрестностях поселка как о местообитаниях куликов  

 

3. Местоположение поселка по отношению к пролету основных видов куликов весной 

и осенью 

4. Общие сведения об окрестностях поселка как об охотничьих угодьях (по всем видам 

– т.е. где на кого охотятся)   
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5. Общие и детальные (по основным видам: т.е. с одной стороны - по массовым, с 

другой - по охраняемым) сведения об окрестностях поселка с точки зрения 

возможности охотится там на куликов (желательно отметить на схеме) 

6. Сведения об охотниках (экспертная оценка, можно, например, в процентах от 

общего числа взрослых мужчин – местных жителей или приблизительно, например: 10-

20 чел. всего в поселке, или примерно 30% взрослых мужчин охотится) 

 Сколько примерно в поселке:  

  Людей (местных), имеющих охотбилеты и легальное оружие (местных), 

  Людей (местных), имеющих охотбилеты и легальное оружие и, кроме 

того, «черные стволы», 

  Людей (местных), имеющих только «черные стволы». 

  Те же оценки для приезжих (оценки могут быть даже очень 

приблизительными – скажем: не меньше 10 не больше 100 человек).  

 

Сколько примерно местных охотников (людей, имеющих билеты) вообще не охотятся 

на водоплавающих и околоводных птиц? (это, например, могут быть оленеводы или 

соболятники, нужно знать сколько их, чтобы вычесть из общего числа охотников). 

7. Какие виды охоты на водоплавающих и на куликов практикуются в поселке (для 

каждого вида охоты – примерные сроки и основные места охоты)? Какие 

приспособления для охоты используются (в т.ч. профиля, сети) и как часто? 

Используются ли собаки, какие, в каких случаях, как часто? Какие номера дроби 

используются (интерес представляет мелкая дробь на куликов)?  

8. Сколько, примерно, людей в поселке (местных и приезжих) участвуют в каждом из 

видов охоты?  

9. Сколько, примерно, птиц по группам видов добывал обычный (типичный) охотник за 

весну и осень 2019 г.? (например – от 2 до 10 уток, 1-3 гуся, 3-5 ягодника, иногда 2-3 

мелких кулика. Обращаем внимание, что это будет не средняя добыча, а добыча 

среднего охотника) 

Сколько максимально кто-то из охотников добыл  за весну и осень 2019 г., или за 

другой запомнившийся сезон? (например: один охотник, рассказывал, что один раз 

добыл 18 ягодников, это было примерно 5 лет назад) 

10. Наличие/отсутствие трендов за последние 5-10 лет по всем отмеченным выше 

позициям 

(например: охотников с билетами осталось примерно столько же, черных стволов 

стало значительно меньше, приезжих охотников с билетами стало больше 

процентов на 10-15, добыча гусей сильно сократилась, так как их стало меньше на 
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пролете, добыча уток – осталась на прежнем уровне, ягодников стало больше, но 

на них теперь стали меньше охотится, за последние 3-4 года появились 

квадроциклы, на которых ездят по берегу далеко от поселка, км на 15-20, был один 

старик, который раньше ловил мелких куликов сетями, но два года назад он умер и 

т.д. и т.п.) 

11. Регулирование охоты. 

 Знают ли охотники, добыча каких видов запрещена (здесь основное внимание 

на куликов, но есть смысл спросить и про другие виды)? Какой % охотников (экспертная 

оценка) может различить эти виды: а) держа птицу в руках б) на расстоянии выстрела? 

 Где и какие выделены охотугодья, за кем они закреплены (или не закреплены)? 

Как давно эти угодья были выделены и менялось ли что-нибудь за последние 5-10 лет? 

Насколько соблюдаются границы охотпользования на практике? 

Какие разрешительные документы обычно оформляют местные охотники и как 

(через кого) они это делают? Какая часть охотников охотится, не имея без всех 

документов? 

Насколько фактически соблюдаются сроки охоты вблизи поселка и в дальних 

угодьях? В какие периоды года они чаще всего нарушаются?  

Кто фактически проверяет охотников (в т.ч. местных и приезжих)?  

Если проверяют приезжие, то сколько таких проверяющих побывало в поселке 

за 2019 г? 2018 г.?                  за последние 5 лет?               Проводятся рейды, или просто 

приезжает инспектор? Проводятся ли рейды (проверки) среди бригад приезжих 

рыбаков?  

Кто и как контролирует наличие у них оружия и документов на охоту? 

Если местные – то насколько их боятся охотники?  

Много ли случаев, когда охотников за что-то наказывали?  

Известны ли случаи, когда люди считали это несправедливым и случай 

становился предметом широкого обсуждения в поселке? 

Насколько существующие правила устраивают охотников? 

Насколько существующие правила реально ограничивают (регулируют) охоту? 

Насколько существующие правила обеспечивают сохранение редких видов? 
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4. Poster with shorebirds of Far East of Russia 
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5. Handout material: Cards with protected shorebird species and QR code with a 

link to the website with the online anonymous questionnaire 

 

 



Страница 1 из 13

Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц
Русское общество сохранения и изучения птиц (РОСИП) и Рабочая группа по куликам 
Северной Евразии (РГК СЕ) изучают влияния охоты на популяции куликов и 
водоплавающих птиц Тихоокеанского пролетного пути. Вы окажете большую помощь 
нашему исследованию, если ответите на вопросы этой анкеты. 
Сообщенная Вами информация будет использована только в научных целях.

Далее

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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ANNEX 2. Online questionnaire on shorebirds harvesting 

 
 

  



Кулики

Да

Нет
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Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Добывали ли Вы куликов за последние 5 лет?

Назад Далее

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Кулики

Страница 3 из 13

Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Сколько средних кроншнепов Вы добыли за 2019 год?

Мой ответ

Назад Далее

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Кулики

Сколько других куликов (кроме среднего кроншнепа) Вы добыли за 2019 год?

Страница 4 из 13

Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Крупных куликов

Мой ответ

Средних куликов

Мой ответ

Мелких куликов

Мой ответ

Назад Далее



Кулики
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Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Если знаете, напишите названия видов куликов, которых Вы добыли (можно
указать местные названия):

Мой ответ

Назад Далее

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Кулики

Часто

Регулярно

Редко

Случайно при охоте на других птиц

Никогда
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Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Насколько часто добывают куликов (кроме среднего кроншнепа) в 

вашей местности другие охотники?

Назад Далее

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Кулики

Местные охотники (из вашего поселка)

Приезжие

И местные и приезжие

Страница 7 из 13

Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Кто их добывает?

Назад Далее

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Кулики

Из стай

Одиночек

Другое:
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Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Как обычно добывают куликов?

Назад Далее

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Кулики

Май

Июнь

Июль

Август

Сентябрь

Октябрь

Другое:
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Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Укажите, в какие месяцы добывают куликов в вашей местности

Назад Далее

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Утки

Укажите, пожалуйста, сколько уток Вы добыли за последний год

Страница 10 из 13

Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Осенью 2019

Мой ответ

Весной 2020

Мой ответ

Назад Далее

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Гуси

Укажите, пожалуйста, сколько гусей Вы добыли за последний год

Страница 11 из 13

Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Весной 2020 года

Мой ответ

Осенью 2019 года

Мой ответ

Назад Далее

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


Гуси и утки

Страница 12 из 13

Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Перечислите, пожалуйста, виды гусей и уток, а так же их количество,
которых вы добыли осенью 2019 года (в формате вид - количество):

Мой ответ

Перечислите, пожалуйста, виды гусей и уток, а так же их количество,
которых вы добыли весной 2020 года (в формате вид - количество):

Мой ответ

Назад Далее

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms


О себе

Сообщите, пожалуйста, о себе:

до 21 года

21-40 лет

41-60 лет

более 60 лет

До 5 лет

5-10 лет

11-20 лет

более 20 лет

Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц

Ваш возраст:

Ваш охотничий стаж:



Амурская область

Республика Бурятия

Еврейская автономная область

Забайкальский край

Камчатский край

Магаданская область

Приморский край

Республика Саха (Якутия)

Сахалинская область

Хабаровский край

Чукотский автономный округ

Страница 13 из 13

Укажите регион(ы) где Вы охотились

Районы, где Вы охотились на птиц за последние 5 лет:

Мой ответ

Если хотите, укажите свой адрес электронной почты для обратной связи:

Мой ответ

Назад Отправить

https://policies.google.com/terms
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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Анонимная анкета о добыче птиц
Большое спасибо за помощь в нашем исследовании! 
Наш контактный адрес ornitholab@mail.ru, мы будем рады ответить на Ваши вопросы. 

Вы можете загрузить цветную таблицу с изображениями дальневосточных куликов 
тут: http://bit.ly/wadersDV

https://policies.google.com/terms
mailto:ornitholab@mail.ru
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://bit.ly/wadersDV&sa=D&ust=1606504985092000&usg=AFQjCNHfQky2IB2V9KHLr8VP784INRFZAQ
https://www.google.com/forms/about/?utm_source=product&utm_medium=forms_logo&utm_campaign=forms
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ANNEX 3. Publications 
a) “The results of the joint project of BirdsRussia and WGW on evaluation of the hunting pressure on 

waders in Khabarovsk Territory and Amur Region” published in Information Materials of the Working Group on 
Waders of Northern Eurasia (Bulletin of the Working Group on Waders of Northern Eurasia. №35. Ed. T.V. 
Sviridova, A.O. Shubin. Moscow, 2022, p. 36-39) in Russian;  

b) “Hunting Pressure on Shorebirds in Khabarovsk Krai and Amur Oblast” published in  Spoon-billed 

Sandpiper Task Force. News Bull ・ No 28 ・ May 2023, p. 25-28, in English;  
c) “Assessment of hunting pressure on shorebirds in Russian Far East: summary of the fieldwork in 2019-

2022” prepared for “Spoon-billed Sandpiper Task Force. News Bull. No 29. Autumn, 2023.  
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РЕЗУЛЬТАТЫ СОВМЕСТНОГО ПРОЕКТА РОСИП И РГК СЕ ПО ОЦЕНКЕ ВЛИЯНИЯ ОХОТЫ 
НА КУЛИКОВ В ХАБАРОВСКОМ КРАЕ И АМУРСКОЙ ОБЛАСТИ

момент на миграционной остановке в эстуарии 
рек Хайрюзова и Белоголовая встречены все виды 
куликов, занесённых в Красную книгу Российской 
Федерации из обитающих в охотоморском 
регионе.

В целом сезон 2021 г. был не очень типичным, 
но удачным для основных наших активностей. В 
следующем году мы планируем сосредоточиться 
на массовом кольцевании крупных видов 
куликов: больших и малых веретенников, средних 
кроншнепов и, возможно, дальневосточных 
кроншнепов.

Напомним, что некоторое время назад мы 
решили публиковать фотографии, сделанные за 
всё время проекта, в аккаунте инстаграма https://
www.instagram.com/kamchatka_shorebirds/. Всех, 
интересующихся нашими исследованиями, 
приглашаем их посмотреть. И, конечно же, мы 
приглашаем всех, кто интересуется куликами 
восточноазиатско-австралазийского пролётного 
пути, принять участие в нашей работе. 
Belyaev M.Y., Weppler J., Wikelski M., Volkov O.N., 

Mueller U., Pitz W., Solomina O.N., Tertiski G.M., 
2020. Development of technology for monitoring 
animal migration on Earth using scientific equipment 

on the ISS RS. // In 27th Saint Petersburg International 
Conference on Integrated Navigation Systems (ICINS), 
IEEE: 9–17.

Summary. The results of the expedition 
of the Federal State Budgetary Institution 
«VNII Ecology» in the estuary of the rivers 
Khairyuzova-Belogolovaya (Western Kamchatka) 
in 2021. The expedition of «VNII Ecology» has been 
studying the largest Kamchatka wader stopover site 
annually since 2015. In 2021, five ornithologists 
conducted wader counts, wader catching and scanning 
of knots and godwits for engraved leg flags (ELF). 
During 1.5 months, we put out 12 satellite tags ICARUS 
on Great Knots Calidris tenuirostris and worked out 
the method of catching of large-sized waders with 
mist nets during high tides using an acoustic trap. In 
total, we caught and marked with ELF 21 Black-tailed 
Godwits Limosa limosa and 31 Bar-tailed Godwits 
L. lapponica using this method. Some pictures from 
the expedition can be found on our Instagram account 
https://www.instagram.com/kamchatka_shorebirds/. 

Д.С. Дорофеев, А.П. Иванов, Д.Н. Рожкова, 
Ю.А. Лощагина, А.В. Кондратьев

В рамках совместного проекта Русского 
общества сохранения и изучения птиц (РОСИП) 
и Рабочей группы по куликам Северной Евразии 
(РГК СЕ) по оценке влияния охоты на куликов 
Дальнего Востока России (см. ИМ РГК № 34) в 
2021 г. обследованы два региона ― Хабаровский 
край и Амурская область. 

Как и прежде, основным исследовательским 
подходом было проведение анонимного и 
персонального анкетирования охотников, а также 
детальные беседы с экспертами для выяснения 
степени вовлечённости охотников различных 
возрастных и социальных групп в добывание 
куликов (рис. 1, 2). Внимание уделяли также сбору 
сведений о добыче редких видов водоплавающих 
птиц. Затрагивая в беседах широкий спектр 
объектов охоты, среди которых утки и гуси 
занимают очень важное положение, удаётся 
получить более подробные сведения и о куликах. 

Как и предполагалось, в ходе опросов 
и последующей обработки полученных 
данных выявлена колоссальная разница в 

хозяйственной нагрузке на отдельные виды 
куликов и на группу в целом в зависимости от 
географического положения района. В отличие 
от Камчатки и Сахалина, значительная часть 
территории которых представлена приморскими 
экосистемами, Хабаровский край и Амурская 
область ― материковые регионы. Большая часть 
их территории удалена от морского побережья 
и находится вне зоны массовых концентраций 
куликов в период сезонных миграций. Поэтому 
добыча стайных видов куликов там сравнительно 
невелика. Вместе с тем нередким трофеем 
охотников становится такой крупный и охраняемый 
кулик, как дальневосточный кроншнеп. Этот 
вид гнездится преимущественно во внутренних 
районах Хабаровского края и Амурской области 
и, как показали опросы, регулярно добывается 
охотниками как в сезон размножения, так и во 
время весеннего пролёта.

Хабаровский край ― третий по размеру регион 
Российской Федерации, его площадь составляет 
787 тыс. км2, а население немногим превышает 
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1,3 млн человек, при плотности 1,65 чел/км2. 
Протяжённость региона в меридиональном 
направлении превышает 1700 км. Протянувшись 
от границы Магаданской обл. на севере до 
Приморского края на юге, Хабаровский край 
характеризуется крайне разнообразными 
природными условиями и зональностью. Многие 
заливы Охотского моря в границах региона 
остаются важнейшими ключевыми точками 
миграционных остановок для многих видов 
куликов восточноазиатско-авcтралазийского 
пролётного пути. 

Опросы и анкетирование охотников выполнены 
в 14 из 17 районов Хабаровского края. Основная 
работа была сосредоточена в центральной 
части региона. В сентябре и октябре общая 
протяжённость автомобильных маршрутов 
превысила 4,5 тыс. км. В удалённый Верхне-
Буреинский р-н добирались по железной дороге. 
Во время поездок проводили беседы с охотниками, 
в том числе с браконьерами, и со специалистами 
в области охраны природы. Проживающих в 
северных труднодоступных районах экспертов 
опрашивали по телефону. 

Важной частью исследования было 
накопление первичных данных, основанных 
на различных точках зрения, местной практике 
природопользования и неизвестных ранее деталях 
охоты на куликов. Важно было составить общую 
картину современной охоты на водоплавающих и 
околоводных птиц в Хабаровском крае, не опираясь 
на существующие стереотипы. 

Экспресс-анализ накопленного материала 
указывает на достаточно высокую хозяйственную 
нагрузку на все виды куликов в районах их 
регулярных миграционных остановок в Охотском, 
Аяно-Майском и Тугуро-Чумиканском районах 
края. В этих местах имеется протяжённая западная 
береговая линия Охотского моря. Наиболее часто 
там добывают те виды куликов, которые образуют 
плотные локальные скопления, а именно: большого 
песочника, малого и большого веретенников, 
чернозобика и песочника-красношейку. Среди 
охотников, опрошенных в приморском Тугуро-
Чумиканском районе, 47% отрицательно ответили 
на вопрос «добывают ли они куликов?», а 53% 
респондентов регулярно охотились на них, по 
крайней мере в последние три года. Отметим, что 
41% из них добывали от 20 до 50 птиц за сезон, 
а большая часть (59%) ― от 50 до 100 куликов. 
Некоторые респонденты указывали значительно 
большее число застреленных ими за сезон куликов 
― 500 и более. Наиболее показательные случаи 
отдельных «удачных» охот свидетельствуют о 
том, что это далеко не предел. Все добывающие 
куликов охотники обычно стреляют по стаям птиц, 
что, безусловно, ведёт к множеству случайных и 
напрасных жертв. В ряде случаев нам удалось 
найти подтверждения об использовании добытых 
куликов в качестве приманки при ловле соболя. 
Большинство охотников, сообщавших о такой 
практике, указывали, что делали это в прошлом. 
Среди предпочтительных в качестве приманки 
видов, в зависимости от района проживания, 

Рис. 2. Беседа с молодыми охотниками в 
Николаевском районе Хабаровского края. 

Фото: В.В. Пронкевич.
Fig. 2. Conversation with young hunters in Nikolaevsky 
district, Khabarovsk Territory. Photo by V.V. Pronkevich.

Рис. 1. Владимир Пронкевич опрашивает опытного 
охотника в пос. Де-Кастри Ульчского района 

Хабаровского края. Фото: А.И. Мацына.
Fig. 1. Vladimir Pronkevich conducts a survey of an 

experienced hunter in De-Kastri village, Ulchsky District, 
Khabarovsk Territory. Photo by A.I. Matsyna.
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называли рябчика, ондатру, рыбу. Но в местах 
массовых скоплений куликов, где несколько 
выстрелов позволяют добыть сразу десятки, а 
то и сотни птиц (рис. 3), всегда будет оставаться 
возможность использования для этой цели и 
куликов.

В Амурской области работу проводили путём 
анонимного анкетирования охотников. Анкеты в 
числе 400 экз. распространили среди основных 
охотпользователей региона: АРОО «РАОООиР», 
Военное охотобщество, ООО «Охотхозяйство 
Шимановское». По окончании сезона охоты 
удалось собрать 130 заполненных анкет. Среди 
респондентов доли тех, кто охотится и не охотится 
на куликов, распределились как 48 и 52%, 
соответственно. В Амурской обл., где нет морского 
побережья, охота на стайные виды куликов в 
целом не распространена. Это нашло отражение 
и в опросных данных ― только 18% опрошенных 
указали, что добывают куликов стреляя по стаям. 
Ещё 40% респондентов указали, что добывают 
одиночных птиц, а 46% не отметили этого в 
своих ответах. Прямых фактов, указывающих 
на добывание дальневосточных кроншнепов в 
Амурской обл., удалось собрать намного меньше, 
чем в Хабаровском крае. Отчасти это может быть 
результатом различий в методике сбора материала: 
персональные беседы дают больше информации, 
чем анонимное анкетирование.

Мы вновь убедились, что теоретическая и 
практическая подготовка охотников в определении 
видовой принадлежности добываемых ими птиц 
находится на очень низком уровне. В России 
существует дефицит доступной литературы 
и информационных ресурсов, позволяющих 
охотникам повышать этот уровень. И что ещё 
важнее ― нет стимулирующих или обязывающих 
к этому государственных механизмов. Отдельные 
примеры обучения и проверки знаний охотников 
мы смогли обнаружить в некоторых обществах 
охотников Хабаровского края (Военно-охотничье 
общество, Верхнебуреинское РООиР), но это 
можно считать исключением из правила. Мы 
подготовили специальный постер (рис. 1, 2, 4), 
демонстрирующий не только многообразие 
куликов, но также информирующий о видах 
птиц, запрещённых к добыче и о размере 
штрафов, предусмотренных российским 
законодательством за их добычу. Конечно, 
тираж в 500 экземпляров, который мы смогли 
напечатать, недостаточен для того, чтобы закрыть 

имеющийся недостаток информации. Однако 
использование этих плакатов при проведении 
опросов оказало нам огромную практическую 
поддержку и воодушевило охотников подробнее и 
внимательнее отнестись к интервью. Руководство 
региональных охотничьих ведомств позитивно 
принимало предложения к сотрудничеству в 
распространении таких демонстрационных 
материалов, и это можно успешно использовать 
в будущем. Для большинства охотников стало 
открытием то обстоятельство, что многие виды 
куликов запрещены к охоте, а размеры штрафов 
за их добычу в ряде случаев произвели серьёзное 
впечатление. 

Основной анализ полученного материала 
ещё не окончен. Мы надеемся, что полученные 
сведения, позволят нам более точно оценить 
хозяйственную нагрузку на куликов Дальнего 
Востока России.

Мы благодарим Восточноазиатско-
Австралазийское партнёрство по исследованию 
миграций птиц (EAAFP), Департамент сельского 
и водного хозяйства и окружающей среды 
Правительства Австралии (The Australian 
Department of Agriculture, Water and the 
Environment) и UNEP/CMS за финансовую 
поддержку. В работе использованы материалы, 
предоставленные Центром кольцевания 
ИПЭЭ РАН, Министерством природных ресурсов 
Хабаровского края, Управлением по охране, 

Рис. 3. Тушки 53 больших песочников ― часть 
из нескольких сотен птиц, добытых из плотной 

отдыхающей стаи четырьмя выстрелами. 
Фото: А.И. Мацына.

Fig. 3. The carcasses of 53 Great Knot are part of several 
hundred birds taken from a dense roosting flock with four 

shots. Photo by A.I. Matsyna.
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контролю и регулированию использования 
объектов животного мира и среды их обитания 
Амурской области. Мы выражаем благодарность 
сотрудникам этих организаций, а также 
консультантам, предоставившим ценные сведения 
о численности и распространении куликов.

Summary. The results of the joint project 
of Birds Russia and WGW NE on evaluation of 
the hunting pressure on waders in Khabarovsk 
Territory and Amur Region. In 2021, a study of the 
impact of hunting on wader populations migrating 
along the East Asian-Australasian Flyway were 
conducted in two administrative regions of the Russian 
Far East. The data collection was carried out via 
anonymous and personal surveys of hunters, as well 

as detailed interviews with experts, to determine the 
degree of involvement of hunters of various age and 
social groups in wader hunting. It has been established 
that hunting for abundant and flocking species of 
waders is mainly carried out in areas located on the 
coast of the Sea of Okhotsk. In the interior regions, 
the Far Eastern Curlew Numenius madagascariensis 
is mainly hunted, despite the hunting ban. This rare 
species is very vulnerable as it becomes easy prey 
during spring waterfowl hunting. The training of 
hunters to determine the species of the hunted birds 
is at a very low level due to the lack of information 
resources.

А.И. Мацына, В.В. Пронкевич, Е.Л. Мацына, 
А.А. Сасин, К.Б. Клоков, Е.Е. Сыроечковский

Рис. 4. Постер можно оставить даже там, где охотники бывают очень редко. Бикинское районное общество 
охотников и рыболовов, юг Хабаровского края. Фото: А.И. Мацына.

Fig. 4. The poster can be left even where hunters are very rare. Society of hunters and fishermen in the Bikinsky district, 
south of the Khabarovsk Territory. Photo by A.I. Matsyna.

Международным проектам РОСИП по 
изучению бекаса и вальдшнепа уже 10 лет! 
С 2020 г. российско-французский проект изучения 
ресурсов бекаса в Европейской России проводится 
по соглашению с Французским управлением по 
биоразнообразию (Office français de la biodiversité, 
OFB). В апреле 2021 г. для продолжения 
мониторинга популяций бекаса был открыт новый, 
теперь объединённый с проектом по вальдшнепу, 
проект «Contrat de recherche et developpement 
ofb.21.0234 relatif aux etudes et recherches sur les 
Scolopacides en Russie Europeenne» (Контракт на 

научные исследования и разработки ОФБ.21.0234 
по изучению Бекасовых Scolopacidae в Европейской 
России). О работах по вальдшнепу в 2021 г. в рамках 
этого проекта имеется отдельное сообщение в 
настоящем выпуске ИМ РГК.

Исследования бекаса в 2021 г. проводили по 
методике и примерно в объёме предыдущих лет 
(см. ИМ РГК №25, 2012). Однако с этого сезона 
проект был дополнен условием, по которому 
требовалось на многолетних площадках учёта 
оценивать видовой состав и приблизительную 
численность всех обитающих на них куликов. 

ПРОЕКТ ИЗУЧЕНИЯ ДИНАМИКИ ЧИСЛЕННОСТИ БЕКАСА 
И ДРУГИХ КУЛИКОВ В ЕВРОПЕЙСКОЙ ЧАСТИ РОССИИ В 2021 ГОДУ
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The assessment of the hunting pressure on shore-
birds in Khabarovsk Krai and Amur Oblast 

in 2021 was the third survey (after Kamchatka in 
2019 and Sakhalin in 2020) organised by BirdsRus-
sia together with the Working Group on Waders of 
Northern Eurasia (WGW NE) to explore the impact 
of illegal and legal unsustainable hunting on shore-
birds in the Russian part of EAAF. The main research 
approaches were anonymous questionnaires and 
personal interviews of hunters, as well as detailed in-
terviews with local experts during personal meetings. 

In Amur Oblast, the work included 130 completed 
anonymous questionnaires of hunters only. 48% of 
the respondents noted that they hunt shorebirds, 
and 52% that they do not; 40% of the respondents 
indicated that they shot single birds, 18% reported 
that they hunted shorebirds by shooting at flocks, 
while 46% did not indicate this in their responses. 
The harvesting of shorebird in the Amur Oblast is 
not so developed as in other Russian Far Eastern 
regions because there are no large migratory con-

Hunting Pressure on Shorebirds in Khabarovsk Krai and 
Amur Oblast
Matsyna Aleksandr I.1, Vladimir V. Pronkevich2, Ekaterina L. Matsyna3, Anton A. Sasin4, Konstantin B. 
Klokov5, Evgeny E. Syroechkovskiy †6

centrations of shorebirds. According to the ques-
tionnaires, people most often shoot Common Snipe 
and Woodcock. Our rough estimate is at least 2,000 
each per year. Whimbrel and Far Eastern Curlew are 
hit by gunfire much less often (about 100-200 each). 
To this must be added several hundred of shot small 
and medium-sized shorebirds, and hunters do not 
usually distinguish between the species.

In Khabarovsk Krai surveys and interviews with 
hunters were conducted in 14 (from 17) districts. 
The main work was concentrated in the central part 
of the region in areas with roads. A total length of 
4,500 km of roads was covered. The remote Verkh-
ne-Bureinsky district was reached by rail. During 
the trips, interviews were held with hunters, includ-
ing poachers, and with local conservation experts. 
Whenever possible, interviews were conducted 
directly at the hunting site and were accompanied 
by an inspection of the harvested birds (Fig. 1). 
Experts living in the northern hard-to-reach areas 
were interviewed by telephone.

Fig. 1. Survey of hunters in Verkhnebureinsky District of Khabarovsk Krai

1 Working Group on Shorebirds of Northern Eurasia, OrnithoLab@mail.ru · 2 Institute for Water Environmental Problems, 
vp_tringa@mail.ru · 3 Working Group on Shorebirds of Northern Eurasia, kaira100@mail.ru · 4 Dal'nevostochnyi gosudarst-
vennyi agrarnyi universitet, anton_160386@mail.ru · 5 Saint-Petersburg State University, k.b.klokov@gmail.com · 6 Ministry 
of Natural Resources and Environment of Russian Federation / Birds Russia
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We found a huge difference in hunting pressure on 
different species of shorebirds and on the group as 
a whole, depending on the geographical location of 
each surveyed area. In contrast to Kamchatka and 
Sakhalin, most of the territory of Khabarovsk Krai 
is remote from the sea coast and has few mass con-
centrations of shorebirds during seasonal migra-
tions. For this reason, harvesting of flocking spe-
cies of shorebird is much lower. On the contrary, 
the yield of the Far Eastern Curlew (FEC), which 
nests mainly in the inland areas of Khabarovsk 
Krai and Amur Oblast, is high. 

However, Okhotsky, Ayano-Maisky, Tuguro-
Chumikansky, and Nikolaevsky districts of 
Khabarovsk Krai have a long western shoreline in 
the Okhotsk Sea, where shorebirds stop regularly 
and often form dense local concentrations (Fig. 
2). 47% of hunters interviewed in the Tuguro-
Chumikansky district gave negative responses to 
the question “Do they hunt shorebirds?”, and 53% 
of respondents had hunted shorebirds regularly, at 
least during the last three years; 41% of them shot 
from 20 to 50 birds per season, and 59% – from 
50 to 100 shorebirds. Some respondents reported 
a significantly higher number of shorebirds shot 
per season. In total, we estimated roughly as many 

Fig. 2a. The most important stopover sites for migrating shore-
birds in Khabarovsk Krai. 
1 – Schastya Bay; 2 – Nikolay, Ulbansky and Tugurskiy Bays; 
3 – Uda Bay; 4 – Aian Bay; 5 – coast of the Sea of Okhotsk

Fig. 2b. Number of small-sized 
shorebirds harvested annually in 
Khabarovsk Krai (expert estima-
tion). The total number of birds 
shot within the outline shaded by 
each colour is indicated

as 40,000 shorebirds, of 
which 6,000 large-sized, 
23,000 medium-sized, and 
13,000 small ones were 
harvested in Khabarovsk 
Krai in 2021. 

The target of special hunting is mainly large 
shorebirds: Wimbrel and Far Eastern Curlew. 
Both of them are much less harvested here than 
on Sakhalin: We estimated only about 1,000-1,500 
Whimbrel and 500 FEC per year. Hunters shot 
Whimbrel mostly in coastal districts and FEC in 
central part of Khabarovsk Krai and in the valley 
of Amur River during migrations and also during 
the breeding season.

In the medium-sized shorebirds group, Great Knot, 
Red Knot, Common Snipe, Terek Sandpiper, Ruff, 
Redshank have been reported as the most often har-
vested species. The first two species are shot most 
often by hunters shooting at dense flocks resting on 
the shores of the Sea of Okhotsk at high tide. 

Some hunters reported especially “lucky” hunts. 
For example, in Nikolayevsky District of the 
Khabarovsk Krai we recorded a detailed descrip-
tion of such a hunt in the Schastya Bay on Bay-
dukov Island (see also separate article in this 
issue!). Two hunters returning home in a motor 
boat approached a large mixed flock of shorebirds 
resting on the shore. They managed to make only 
four shots, after which the birds flew away. While 
collecting the birds they started to count them, but 
after 360 birds they stopped counting. About a half 
of the birds were still not collected. Thus, about 700 
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shorebirds were killed in a few seconds. We man-
aged to obtain a photo (Fig. 3) of cooked carcasses 
of over 53 Great Knots. We reminded the hunters 
that Great Knot is included in the Red Book of Rus-
sia. Without exception, all interviewed respondents 
harvesting shorebirds usually shoot at flocks of 
birds without species distinction, which certainly 
results in a high number of incidental and wasted 
victims. 

Small-sized shorebirds are also shot in flocks. In 
the Tuguro-Chumikansky District, more than one 
third of the hunters surveyed (37.2%) regularly 
shot small-sized shorebirds. Dunlin, Red-necked 
Stints and Mongolian Plover constitute the bulk of 
the birds shot in this size group. Resting Spoon-
billed Sandpipers often feed in mixed flocks with 
these species and they are at risk as well. During 
surveys, hunters also called Broad-billed Sandpiper 
and Sanderling. Unfortunately, most of the well-
known site with mass concentrations of shore-
birds in the Okhotsky, Tuguro-Chumikansky and 
Nikolaevsky districts of Khabarovsk Krai are quite 
actively visited by humans, including hunters (Fig. 
2). Shorebird stopovers are mostly situated in the 
valley bottoms of large rivers where currents carry 
a lot of silt and sand to the sea. Unfortunately, sev-
eral settlements (Okhotsk, Inya, Vostretsovo, Chu-
mikan, Tugur, etc.) are located in the same areas.

Spoon-billed Sandpiper is at great risk of being ac-
cidentally shot during its migrations on the shores 
of the Sea of Okhotsk. As recently as the second half 
of the 20th century, it was regularly encountered in 
Khabarovsk Krai. Thus, in the 1960-70s, it was not 
very rare near the Okhotsk town (Pronkevich and 
Morokov 2012). Every year several Spoon-billed 
Sandpipers were shot here along with other shore-
birds. The Museum of Regional Studies of Okhotsk 
keeps two beaks of Spoon-billed Sandpipers shot 
here. The last known sighting of a small flock of 
several Spoon-billed Sandpipers in the Okhotsk area 
was made in the third decade of May 2005. 

The survey results confirmed that the main threat 
to shorebirds is the low level of awareness and 
competence. Both hunters and many employees 
of hunting agencies are just as ignorant of dis-
tinguishing between different species, especially 
small and medium-sized species. It was revealing 
for most hunters that many species of shorebirds 
are banned from hunting.

The survey in Khabarovsk Krai and Amur Oblast 
has provided the missing data for understanding 
the importance of this sector of the Okhotsk Sea 
coast for shorebirds of EAAF. Several important 
shorebird concentrations during autumn migra-
tion are situated in the areas with high hunting 
pressure. To obtain a complete picture we need 
to further extend the project to include all other 
regions of the Russian Far East. 
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Fig. 3. Great Knots carcasses (at least 53 birds) from more than 
700 shorebirds shot in Schastya Bay during one short hunt
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Introduction 

The Arctic Migratory Bird Initiative (AMBI) Work Plan objective 3 states to prevent illegal hunting 

and regulate unsustainable legal harvest of Arctic migratory birds along the East Asian-Australasian Flyway 

(EAAF). Action 3.1 initiates surveys of hunting pressure on Arctic-breeding shorebirds in stopover areas in 

the North-East of Russia, including Chukotka, Kamchatka, Sakhalin and mainland coasts of Sea of Okhotsk1. 

The implementation of these activities was started in 2019 by BirdsRussia and Working Group on Waders 

on Northern Eurasia. This is the first project focused on the assessment of hunting pressure on Arctic 

shorebirds in Russia. The main aim is to reveal the territories of the largest hunting pressure on shorebirds 

first of all for priority EAAF Partnership species of shorebirds: Curlew Sandpiper, Red Knot, Great Knot, Far 

Eastern Curlew, Black-tailed Godwit and Spoon-billed Sandpiper (SBS). Special attention is paid as well to 

Whimbrel, which is the most popular shorebird target species for legal hunting in the Russian Far East.  

In 2019 a survey was carried out in Kamchatka (SBS Task Force News Bull. 2020. № 22. P. 31-34), 

in 2020 in Sakhalin (SBS Task Force News Bull. 2021. № 24. P. 26-29), in 2021 in Khabarovsk Krai and Amur 

Oblast (SBS Task Force News Bull. 2023. № 28. P. 25-27), and in 2022 in Magadan Oblast (Fig. 1). This article 

provides the first summary of the results of these studies. 

 

Methodology  

The methodology was based on the experience of estimating waterfowl hunting pressure in the 

eastern part of the Russian Arctic developed by E.E. Syroechkovskiy and K.B. Klokov2. It was used in 1999– 

2006 to estimate bird harvests in 22 villages of Chukotka and northern Yakutia near the sea coast. We 

adapted this approach taking into account that, unlike waterfowl, shorebirds are not the main object of 

local hunting. According to our methodology, the survey of each village included two stages. First, in-depth 

interviews were conducted with 2–3 experts to identify on a qualitative level the general picture of how 

shorebird hunting occurs at this place and how important it was for local hunters.  

                                                 
1 CAFF Congress MB5: Worldwide partnerships to conserve migratory birds: The Arctic Migratory Bird 
Initiative. 2018. Available from: https://www.caff.is/arctic- migratory-birds-initiative-ambi [Accessed 
8th October 2021]. 
2 Syroetchkovskiy E.E. and K.B. Klokov, 2010. Using questionnaire method to study the impact of 
hunting on waterfowl in the Russian Arctic. Cazarka, 13, pp. 76-103 (In Russian). 
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The second step was the survey using anonymous questionnaires that were filled out by the 

hunters themselves. In Kamchatka, since the majority of hunters do not distinguish species of shorebirds 

we did not use the names of shorebird species in anonymous questionnaire. Instead, we asked hunters to 

divide shot shorebirds into the following groups: Whimbrel (well known to hunters); other large-sized 

shorebirds (except Whimbrel), medium-sized, and small-sized shorebirds. In addition, we asked to list the 

species of harvested shorebirdst which hunter knew, but only a few respondents did so.  

Since 2020, in Sakhalin and other regions the methodology was improved. In addition to interviews 

with hunters, direct observations of hunting and inspections of harvested birds at key sites were included. 

This allowed identify species which hunters could not distinguish themselves. The second novation added 

to the methodology was telephone interviews with experts from hard-to-reach areas. Photos on figures 2-

8 show the typical moments of the field survey and hunters interviewing in different regions of the Russian 

Far East. Figure 9 presents handouts developed for the project.  

In some areas we were not able to conduct an anonymous questionnaire due to the local specifics 

of hunting management. Sufficient number of completed anonymous questionnaireы to made a rough 

quantitative estimate of the number of harvested birds was obtained in Kamchatka and Amur Region. In 

the other regions, the estimate was made as an expert judgement of fieldworkers based on the totality of 

the data collected, and taking into account the opinions of local experts. The figures obtained should 

therefore be treated as a first approximation, which only gives an indication of the order of magnitude of 

the shorebirds harvesting. 

 

Results 

As a result of the surveys carried out, we were able to draw a rough picture of the shorebird hunting 

press in five main regions of the Russian part of the EAAF. In total, more than 100,000 people in all five 

regions have official hunter's certificates (the exact official figures are not available). About 30,000 of them 

annually receive permits to hunt birds (mainly waterfowl). These people are potential shorebird harvesters. 

The only shorebird species which is hunted purposefully by a large number of hunters is the Whimbrel. It 

is well known to all hunters. It is hunted only in autumn in all surveyed regions, but most of all in Kamchatka 

and Sakhalin. Small numbers of hunters also target the Common Snipe and Woodcock (mainly in Amur 

Region and Sakhalin). In some areas, hunters also deliberately pursue the Far Eastern Curlew, despite the 

fact that it is a protected species. All other shorebird species are mainly hunted as follows: 

 by teenager, who do not legally hunt but get trained to become hunters;  

 in the absence of other game, in order not to return home empty-handed; 

 by some gourmet hunters who consider it a delicacy; 

 in furbearer trapping areas as a sable bait.  

Because of this, shorebirds, except Whimbrel (which is hunted on purpose), are most often shot 

during waterfowl hunts, both in autumn and spring seasons. The hunting pressure depends mainly on the 

timing of the migration of a particular species. Shorebird species that form mass aggregations at stopovers 

on the dates when waterfowl hunting is open in the area are mainly affected. Those species which have 

the peak of migration before or after the hunting season are not shot. 

To save ammunition, hunters usually shoot at dense flocks targeting small and medium 

shorebirds. This results in a large number of wounded birds that subsequently die, and a significant 

number of killed birds that remain undiscovered. The danger of such hunting is that in mixed flocks of 

small shorebirds, rare species, includingthe SBS, may be killed or wounded very likely. 

The majority of hunters do not distinguish between species of small and medium-sized shorebird. 

They call all of them "dumplings", "galushkas", or use other local terms. Only a few hunters know which of 

these species are allowed and which are prohibited to hunt. Many hunters do not distinguish between 



Whimbrel and Far Eastern Curlew and shoot the latter, together with the first, without knowing it is 

prohibited. 

Let us consider briefly the results of the project in Kamchatka, Sakhalin, Khabarovsk Kraiy, Magadan 

and Amur Oblasts for selected shorebird species and groups of species. 

Far Eastern Curlew  

As the interviews show, hunters while hunting the Whimbrel often do shoot other large shorebirds, 

including Far Eastern Curlews, Bar-tailed and Black-tailed Godwits. Some hunters do not know the right 

name of the species, though many of them are aware of them. Here we should distinguish between “proper 

poaching”, when hunters do it on purpose by shooting all large shorebirds that have come close to them, 

and "accidental poaching", when hunters shoot Far Eastern Curlews by mistake. The main reason for the 

error is the fact that young Curlews have a shorter bill than adult ones (similar to the Whimbrel’s bill), and 

hunters confuse these two species. 

The total number of harvested Far Eastern Curlew in all surveyed regions, according to our 

estimates, may amount to more than 2 500 birds per year (Table 1). In Kamchatka and partly on Sakhalin, 

hunters shoot it mostly when hunting Whimbrel during their southward migration. In Khabarovsk Krai, 

Amur and Magadan Oblasts, it is harvested mainly in spring, in breeding grounds. During individual talks 

some hunters described the details of such a hunt. For example, in the vicinity of Talon settlement (Olskiy 

district, Magadan Oblast) such hunting was practiced several years ago, until the Far Eastern Curlew 

disappeared from this area. Local hunters described to us in detail the method of searching for and hunting 

it at nesting sites in June. A thorough knowledge of the ecology and behavior of the species (e.g., distance 

to fledging, nature of disturbance near clutches, timing of breeding, tendency to colonize, etc.) indicated 

that a targeted persecution by humans is the reason for absence of this species near human settlements 

inhabited by hunters. 

 

Table 1. Estimation of number of yearly harvested Far Eastern Curlew and Whimbrel  

in five regions of Russian Far East 

Region Estimation of number of harvested 
birds 

 Far Eastern 
Curlew 

Whimbrel 

Kamchatka More than 1,000 37,000 

Sakhalin 1,100 20,000-38,800 

Khabarovsk Krai 560 1,400 

Amur Oblast 200 100 

Magadan Oblast 50 4,300 

 

Whimbrel 

Whimbrel is one of the most popular bird for autumn hunting in Kamchatka in Sakhalin among all 

waterfowl and shorebird species. It is not hunted in the spring. According to our data, 55 % of hunters 

harvest Whimbrel in Kamchatka and 66% in Sakhalin (2019). The greatest number of Whimbrels is shot by 

hunters on the western coast of Kamchatka in the Tigilsky and Sobolevsky districts (according our 

estimation about 8,000 per year) and in northern part of Sakhalin Island in Okhinsly district (more than 

15,000 per year). The average seasonal hunting bag (number of shot birds per one hunter) in these districts 

varies from 18 to 27 Whimbrels for the season. In some cases, individual harvest reached 140 Whimbrel 

per season (Okhinsky district). 

Hunters shot Whimbrel mostly in coastal districts near the Sea of Okhotsk coast. By this reason, it 

is almost never harvested in the Amur Oblast, and the total number of Whimbrels taken in Khabarovsk Krai 



and Magadan Oblast is much lower than in Kamchatka and Sakhalin (Table 1). This is primarily due to the 

difficult accessibility of much of the coast of the Sea of Okhotsk for the majority of hunters in these two 

regions. It is also important that these regions are geographically close to extensive breeding areas of the 

Whimbrel in the forest-tundra of north-east Asia. Therefore, during the shorebird migration birds may be 

distributed over a vast territory. Whereas in Sakhalin and Kamchatka (predominantly on its western coast), 

the concentration of migrating Whimbrels in a narrow coastal range is much higher. 

As our calculations showed, the total number of Whimbrels shot in Far East of Russia, especially in 

Kamchatka and Sakhalin is a very large one compared to published estimates3. We believe that hunters of 

these regions are making the greatest impact on the Whimbrel population on the flyway.  

In addition, our work has confirmed the disproportionate hunting pressure on the northern 

population of Whimbrel migrating via Sakhalin. In contrast to Kamchatka, where numbers of the species 

remain stable, significant fluctuations in abundance have been observed on Sakhalin. This indicates a 

perennial depression of the species in the region as a result of disproportionate hunting pressure. This is 

particularly dangerous when combined with the major transformation of these birds' natural habitats by 

oil and gas developments in northern Sakhalin. However, we need to survey all other parts of the flyway to 

verify these conclusions. 

Other shorebirds 

Other large-size shorebirds (except Whimbrel and Far Easter Curlew) are shot in small numbers in 

all regions. The Black and Bar-tailed Godwit, Common Greenshank, and Eurasian Woodcock are among 

the species that have been reported to us by hunters in the south of Khabarovsk Krai. Godwits, like all 

large shorebirds, are regularly harvested by hunters in Sakhalin. Thus, 26.5% of hunters gave an 

affirmative answer to the question about Godwit harvest, not distinguishing their species. According to 

our expert estimate, the total harvest of Black-tailed and Bar-tailed Godwits in the Sakhalin oblast can 

reach 1600 and 1100 respectively. 

In Kamchatka interviews show that hunters often shoot relatively large shorebirds, including 

Bar-tailed and Black-tailed Godwits when hunting Whimbrel (6% of respondents). Officially, the Black-

tailed Godwit is a game bird, while Bar-tailed Godwit used to be a game bird until 2018, and from 

2019, it was included in the Kamchatka Red Book. However, hunters usually do not distinguish 

between two species of Godwits.  

The greatest number of small and medium-sized shorebirds, which form numerous aggregations 

during seasonal migrations, is hunted incidentally in the areas located on the shores of the Sea of Okhotsk 

not far from villages and settlements. Such a hunting, however, is somewhat limited by the low numbers 

of local people and difficulty of access to these areas for hunters living in the central parts of the regions. 

Our observations and interviews revealed the main areas where they are shot relatively 

frequently by hunters. These are those places of shorebird concentrations on migration stopovers along 

the Sea of Okhotsk coast, which are close to settlements with many waterfowl hunters. These are 

western and southern coasts of Kamchatka Peninsula, northern part (Okhinsky and Nogliksky districts) of 

Sakhalin Island, coastal (Okhotsky, Ayano-Maisky, Tuguro-Chumikansky, and Nikolaevsky) districts of 

Khabarovsk Krai, area around the city of Magadan and Olsky district of the Magadan Oblast. There are no 

such places in the Amur Oblast. On Kamchatka of medium-sized shorebirds mostly Great Knot has 

importance for hunters. In Magadan Oblast and Khabarovsk Krai the most commonly hunted species in 

                                                 
3 Bamford M. et al 2008 Migratory shorebirds of the East Asian-Australasian Flyway: Population estimates 

and internationally important sites (Canberra: Wetlands International – Oceania); Conklin J. R. et al. 2014 

Prioritizing migratory shorebirds for conservation action on the East Asian-Australasian Flyway  (Hong 

Kong). 

 



the medium-sized group, according to our survey, are the Common Snipe, Great Knot, Red Knot, in 

Khabarovsk Krai in addition – the Terek Sandpiper, Ruff, Redshank. The Great Knot and Red Knot are shot 

mainly in dense flocks resting on the Sea of Okhotsk at high tide. Small-sized shorebirds are also shot in 

flocks in the same areas. In Khabarovsk Krai (Tuguro-Chumikansky district), more than one third of the 

hunters surveyed (37.2%) regularly shot small-sized shorebirds. The Dunlin, Red-necked Stints and 

Mongolian Plover constitute the majority of birds shot in this size group.  

In Magadan Oblast more than one third of the interviewed hunters (34%) reported having taken 

small shorebirds on occasion or in the past. Many people mentioned that they had done so in their youth 

and as children. We believe that Dunlin, Temminck's Stint, Red-necked Stint, and Wood Sandpiper 

constitute the main part of the hunting bags in this size group of shorebirds. During surveys hunters also 

named the Jack Snipe and Mongolian Plover among harvested birds. 

On Sakhalin, according our assessment, the following species (apart from the Whimbrel and Far 

Eastern Curlew) are taken by hunters in most quantities: Dunlin (considerably more than all the others – 

over ten thousand), Common Greenshank and Woodcock (in the order of few thousand), Mongolian 

Plover Terek Sandpiper, Red-necked Stint (in small numbers). 

Spoon-billed Sandpiper 

SBS currently remains one of the most endangered bird species in the world. It has a narrow nesting 

range in the coastal tundras of the Chukotka peninsula. IUCN international conservation status of this 

species is "Critically Endangered". In the Far East of Russia Sakhalin Island plays an important role for 

migratory stopovers of this species. SBS was registered here by many researchers during spring and autumn 

migrations. The most detailed summary of localisation of SBSr sightings in Sakhalin during seasonal 

migrations is given by Ivanov and Ktitorov (2016)4. Unfortunately, main SBS sighting sites in Sakhalin fully 

coincide with the areas of active shorebird hunting (Fig. 10). To harvest shorebirds, hunters most often 

shoot dense flying flocks consisting of several species, in which SBSs usually move as well. Thus, they can 

become victim of any such shot.  

Clearly, taking into account low population of SBS in total, we are far from knowing all its traditional 

staging sites. It is a cause for concern that during autumn migration coinciding with autumn hunting season, 

SBS's sightings on the shores of Sakhalin are most dispersive and the birds could potentially end up in any 

place where they will be shot. Now, we know of many districts where there is hunting pressure in the known 

SBS staging sites. Monitoring and special research should be conducted in several districts of Sakhalin, 

important for the declining population of SBS. Seasonal protection should be introduced in a number of 

such sites so that there is no hunting there. 

We know about the shot of SBS in the past in all of the study areas along the Sea of Okhotsk - 

Kamchatka, Sakhalin, and Khabarovsk (Fig. 1). All known cases were incidental. The birds were killed in 

flocks of small shorebirds. This hunt is most common not only in northern Sakhalin, but also in several 

districts of Khabarovsk Krai, namely Nikolayevsky, Tuguro-Chumikansky, and Okhotsk districts.  The 

Khabarovsk Krai remains poorly investigated in terms of shorebirds but is undoubtedly important for 

migrations of this species. Besides, the probability of shooting of SBS in the northern part of western 

Kamchatka coast is supported by the fact that signal transmission from three of the nine birds with radio 

transmitters stopped sending signal from this area.  

Conclusions and recommendations 

                                                 
4 Ivanov A.P., Ktitorov P.S. 2016. Migratory stops of the shored oystercatcher Eurynorhynchus pygmeus 
(Linnaeus, 1758) on the island. Sakhalin. In the collection Materials of the 10th Anniversary Conference of 
the Working Group on Waders of Northern Eurasia “Issues of Ecology, Migration and Conservation of 
Waders of Northern Eurasia”, Ivanovo. 174-181 [In Russia]. 



The results of our survey clearly showed that hunting of shorebirds in the North-East of Russia (most 
northern part of EAAF) may negatively impact Arctic shorebird populations especially threatened species 
and Whimbrel. Illegal and unsustainable hunting in this region is probably a more significant factor in the 
population decline of several shorebird species along the EAAF than it was previously believed. 

Although, hunting for small-sized shorebirds in North-East of Russia has declined significantly over 
the past 40 years, it still remains an additional threat to the populations of the rare protected species, 
including SBS. Shooting in flocks causes the most damage, with many birds being wounded, and many not 
found killed birds. Shorebirds are most affected by hunting in the coastal areas of the Sea of Okhotsk close 
to human settlements. The majority of shorebirds are hunted here by a relatively small number of local 
hunters. With this in mind, the most promising way to protect shorebirds would be to organize regular 
awareness-raising activities with the local population in these districts. The best solution of this task would 
be to develop a special integrated project combining research, education, and conservation components. 

Hunting control in the all North-East of Russia, is weak. For shorebird conservation special 
education activities are much needed not only for hunters but as well for wildlife officers. Since hunters 
often shoot protected shorebirds because of their inability to identify species and lack of knowledge on the 
protection status. As well, hunting inspectors cannot control this process because they also can’t identify 
many species of birds. These activities can be conducted together with hunter societies and regional 
hunting agency. As we learned during our research, hunting societies are open to such activities. But they 
have limited resources. 

Significant part of hunters are really interesting to know species which they are harvesting, but 
there is no place where they can learn. The publication of a field guide of shorebirds of the Russian Far East 
is really very important for improving the level of knowledge of both hunters and hunting officers.  
There is also an alternative way of conserving small shorebirds. This is to close hunting of all species of 
shorebirds, except for the Whimbrel, which hunters know well.  Considering that hunters only shoot small 
shorebirds incidentally, such a ban would not seriously harm their interests. This question requires more 
research to substantiate it. As well the creation of new protected areas in important for shorebird stopovers 
with high level of hunting pressure will be of great importance.  
It is highly desirable to continue the initiated work on publishing and disseminating special informational 
posters demonstrating the species diversity of shorebirds of the East Australasian Flyway (fig. 11). This 
information, not otherwise available to hunters, greatly increases their awareness of the fact that most 
shorebird species are prohibited or not allowed to be hunted. 
 
Further research perspectives 

Although our study filled a significant gap, the available data on shorebirds hunting in the Russian 
North-East is still insufficient to propose and justify an effective Arctic shorebird conservation program. The 
methodology used  gave acceptable results and it can be applied in other areas. We need further research, 
first of all, in Primorskiy Krai, including the Lowland around the Khanka lake, which is an important region 
for shorebirds. During migrations, many rare species stop here, including the Far Eastern Curlew, Spotted 
Greenshank (Tringa guttifer), SBS and others. Assessment of the impact of hunting on these species is very 
important. The coast of the Sea of Okhotsk is one of the least ornithologically investigated areas with 
important shorebird concentration sites during autumn migration and high hunting pressure. Our surveys 
have not covered all the important places. Besides new regions, the continuation of research in several 
districts on the coast of Sea of Okhotsk in the Khabarovsk Krai, in the remote northern districts of the 
Magadan Oblast, as well as in western part of Sakhalin and northern part of Kamchatka is highly desirable.  
Coverage of the vast continental Far East regions, like Sakha (Yakutia) Republic, Buryatia, and Transbaikal 
Region, where shorebirds are also hunted, would complete the research picture. 
One more important argument to continue the project is the active involvement of specialists from various 
regions of the Far East. Their attention will also help to lobby for shorebird conservation in dialogue with 
the authorities. 
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Figure 1. Regions of the Far East of Russia surveyed in 2019-2022: 4 – Amur Oblast, 5 – 

Khabarovsk Krai, 7 – Sakhalin Oblast, 8 – Magadan Oblast, 10 – Kamchatka Krai; regions proposed for 

survey in the nearest years: 6 - Primorskiy Krai, 1 - Republic of Buryatia and 2 - Zabaykalskiy Krai; regions 

for prospective studies: 3 - Republic of Sakha (Yakutia), 9 - Chukotka Autonomous Okrug. 

Areas of the highest probability of shooting on SBS during seasonal migrations 

(highlighted by red points) 
 

 

Figure 2. Interview with young hunter, Sahkalin, 2020 



 

Figure 3. Interview with an expert hunter in Ulchsky District of Khabarovsk Krai, 2021 

 

 

Figure 4. Interview with young hunters in the Nikolayevsky District of Khabarovsk Krai, 2021 



 

 
 

Figure 5. Bar-tailed Godwit, wounded by hunters at 
the Odoptu bay, Okhinsky district. The majority of 
wounded birds become victims of unspecialized 

predators – Skuas, Crows. The outcome for them is 
sad as they are doomed to the painful death 

 

Figure 6. Spotted Redshanks in the nuptial 
plumage, harvested during spring duck 

hunting at the Piltun bay in the Okhinsky 
district of the Sakhalin oblast, 2020 
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Figure 7. A Dunlin not found by hunter at the Odoptu bay, Okhinsky district, Sakhalin, 2020 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Weekend harvest of hunters – mouth of Bolshaya River, Kamchatka, 2019 
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Figure 9. Handouts (posters, calendars) used for hunter interviews 

 
 

 

 
 
 

Figure 10. Spoon-billed Sandpiper sighting sites in Sakhalin Island (Ivanov, Ktitorov, 2016) in relation to 

places of intensive hunting and protected areas 
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Figure 11. Poster "Shorebirds of the Far East – the national treasure of Russia" developed for the project 
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